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THROUGH THE LENS

Rainbow-colored minerals,

pine cone-shaped animals called

foraminifera, and spiky rem-

nants of sea sponges form a

kaleidoscope when seafloor sed-

iment samples are swabbed on a

glass slide and viewed through a

microscope. A purple polarizing

filter helps WHOI scientists clear-

ly identify each speck of organic

and inorganic materials found

in cores, which provide clues to

Earth's evolution and climate in

the past. (See stories on pages 6,

10, and 26.)
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COVER: It's not every day that you discover a new species. Sheri Simmons, a graduate student in the

MIT/WHOI Joint Program, found a previously unknown bacterium in her proverbial backyard: Salt Pond

in Falmouth, Mass. The bacteria incorporate magnetic minerals, making "internal compasses" to orient

themselves to Earth's magnetic field. But unlike other magnetotactic bacteria that steer to the north, this

one appears to head south. (See story on page 14.) Photo by Tom Kleindinst, WHOI
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RESEARCH NEWS

About 50,000 years ago, a huge meteorite smacked into our

planet, gouging a hole more than a mile wide and 790 feet deep in

India. Of the roughly 150 known meteorite impact sites on Earth,

Lonar Crater is the only one that struck in an area layered with

volcanic rock a massive plateau made of ancient lava flows called

the Deccan Traps.

That makes Lonar Crater a unique and relatively convenient

place for earth scientists to study how meteors scar the volcanic sur-

faces of other crater-dented planets, such as Mars. In January 2006,

Adam Soule, a volcanologist at Woods Hole Oceanographic Insti-

tution, joined researchers from Harvard, MIT, and Princeton on a

nine-day expedition to map and study Lonar Crater.

But while his colleagues compared the landscapes of the cra-

ter and Mars, Soule focused on Earth history. He looked for clues

to learn how the Deccan Traps formed. He is also investigating

whether the dinosaurs' extinction was caused by the massive volca-

nic eruptions that created the Deccan Traps rather than, or per-

haps in addition to, another larger asteroid that collided with Earth

65 million years ago.

At about that time, one of the greatest episodes ot volcanism in

Earth history occurred in what is now western India. Huge erup-

tions of lava flooded onto Earth's surface, coating and recoating

more than a million square miles, like layers of paint, to form a vast

terraced plateau.

Even after eroding over millions of years, the Deccan Traps are

still IVi miles thick and cover 200,000 square miles (518,000 square

kilometers), roughly the size of the states ot Washington and Or-

egon combined. The eruptions that created the Deccan Traps would

have released huge quantities of particulates and heat-trapping

greenhouse gases carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and water va-

por that could have caused catastrophic global climate changes.

The key scientific debate, Soule said, is whether the Deccan

Trap lava flows erupted too fast for the Earth to absorb the excess

gases, or whether they erupted much more slowly, as lava does today

on a much smaller scale in Hawaii, for example.

The Lonar Crater meteorite drove deeply into the Deccan Traps,

giving Soule access to ancient lava layers that might provide answers.

He returned to Woods Hole with about 100 pounds of rock samples,

which he'll slice and examine under a microscope. By looking at

variations in their textures, Soule hopes to determine if they erupted

gradually or more quickly to hasten the dinosaurs' extinction.

Amy E. Nevala

Soule's research is supported by the WHOI Geology and Geophysics

Department and the NationalAeronautics and Space Administration.

Princeton graduate student

Nick Swanson-Hysell (above)

was part of a team that studied

Lonar Crater, a mile-wide, 790-

foot-deep crater in India. It was

created by a meteorite that hit

the Deccan Traps, an ancient

lava flow that covers more than

200,000 square miles (518,000

square kilometers). WHOI

volcanologist Adam Soule joined

the expedition to learn about

the massive volcanic eruptions

that formed the Deccan Traps.
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Float 312,

where are you?
The ocean is so enormous, even a fleet

of 2,338 ocean-monitoring instruments can

sail into it and go largely unnoticed. That's

what floats 312 and 393 were doing until

something extraordinary happened: People

found them.

"To have folks stumble on these two in

one week is a real surprise," said Jim Valdes,

an engineer at Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution who de-

signs and builds floats.

During the past six

years, scientists have

been releasing 5-foot-

long, torpedo-shaped
floats throughout the

ocean part of an in-

ternational program
called Argo. The in-

struments mostly drift

at depths of 5,900 feet

(1,800 meters). Once a

week or so, they poke
their skinny black an-

tennas above the sur-

face for about 12 hours

to transmit temperature and salinity data to

shore via satellite and then submerge again.

Valdes estimates that fewer than three

floats a year go missing. Then, this win-

ter, float 312 beached in the Bahamas, after

traveling more than 1,000 nautical miles

(1,850 kilometers) since its launch east of

central Florida in June 2004. Float 393 end-

The blue line marks float 312's 1,000-

mile track. Dots show where it surfaced

temporarily to transmit data via satellite.

ed up aboard a fishing boat off Barbados.

Valdes has subsequently pieced together

their journeys. Before launch, every float is

tagged tor monitoring via satellite, so scien-

tists do see where they are and where they

shouldn't be. Float 312, for example, began

to concern physical oceanographer Breck

Owens in late January. He saw on his com-

puter screen at WHOI that it was making a

beeline to land, likely tossed by currents into

shallow water and then spit onto shore.

"I was pretty sure that it was going to be

a loss," Owens said. Then he received a sur-

prise e-mail on Jan. 18

from a Canadian tour-

ist who noticed the

marooned float while

snorkeling east of An-

dros Island.

She traced the float

to WHOI's Ocean In-

struments Web site.

Assured that it wasn't

dangerous, the tourist,

Christine Yeomans of

British Columbia,

returned with a motor-

boat to collect the

80-pound instrument.

"My husband and I

swam it back to the boat (no mean feat)!!!"

Yeomans wrote in an e-mail. "Then he and

our Bahamian guide pulled it into the boat.

My husband unfortunately cracked his rib

in the process. So we are hoping that this

recovery will be somewhat useful and 'not

for naught.'
"

Yeomans sent Valdes photos, which

Christine and Leo Yeomans of British

Columbia made a rare find when they spotted

WHOI float 312 in the Bahamas.

showed that float 312's O-ring seal was

compromised and had let seawater inside its

pressure case. It was a goner. Valdes con-

tacted a U.S. Navy acoustic test facility on

Andros Island, which retrieved the instru-

ment to dispose of it properly.

Float 393 had a happier fate. It was

picked up 29 miles south of Barbados

on Jan. 25 by a fisherman, Erwin Clark

Breedyland. He made inquiries that eventu-

ally led back to Valdes.

Onshore, float 393 continued to trans-

mit data, suggesting that it was intact and

functioning, Valdes said. "I made arrange-

ments for Breedyland to deploy the float

150 to 200 miles off Barbados on his next

fishing trip."

Amy E. Neva/a

The research isfunded by the Cooperative

Institutefor Climate and Ocean Research, a

joint institute of Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution and the National Oceanic andAt-

mospheric Administration.

To catch an

active volcano
Augustine, an island volcano

170 miles southwest of Anchor-

age, Alaska, began erupting in

December 2005. By February,

Uri ten Brink of the U.S. Geo-

logical Survey in Woods Hole

had mobilized a team to seize

the rare opportunity and deploy

five portable ocean bottom seis-

mometers (OBS) on the seafloor

around Augustine.

The OBSs came from the

National Ocean Bottom Seismic

Instrumentation Pool at Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institu-

tion, a lending library of deep-

sea seismic equipment for the

scientific community.
"We put OBS technology

to use, capturing volcanoes and

other seismic events as they

happen, where they happen,"

said WHOI Senior Engineering
Technician Vic Bender (at right,

deploying a 100-pound OBS
from the U.S. Coast Guard

Cutter Roanoke Island).

"He knows the OBS inside

and out," ten Brink told a local

newspaper, The Homer News.

"He is part of the team that ac-

tually built them, and when

something doesn't work, he is

the guy you want to have."

After six weeks, the team re-

trieved the OBSs. The seismic

recordings they collected should ]

reveal what goes on inside and

underneath an active volcano.

Lonny Lippsett |

I
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RFSEARCH NEWS

Fossilized shells from microscopic marine

organisms in seafloor sediments, including

the two varieties at left, were used by WHOI

scientist Karen Bice to show that past ocean

temperatures were surprisingly high. Her

research suggests that future ocean warming

from the buildup of greenhouse gases may be

much greater than predicted.

An ocean warmer

than a hot tub
Scientists have found evidence that trop-

ical Atlantic Ocean temperatures may have

once reached 107F (42C) about 25F

(14C) higher than today. The surprisingly

high ocean temperatures occurred millions

of years ago when carbon dioxide levels in

Earth's atmosphere were high, the scien-

tists said. The findings indicate that com-

puter models now used by scientists and

policymakers to forecast climate change

may be underestimating future ocean

warming from the buildup of heat-trapping

greenhouse gases.

"These temperatures are off the charts

from what we've seen before," Karen Bice, a

paleoclimatologist at Woods Hole Oceano-

graphic Institution, reported Feb. 17 at the

annual meeting of the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science. She

was also lead author of a study to be pub-

lished in 2006 in the journal Paleoceanogra-

phy. "If the models are not right, society is

not well-informed or well-served."

Warmer ocean temperatures cause more

evaporation, which could shift where and

how much precipitation falls. They could

also generate more frequent and intense

hurricanes and winter storms, Bice said.

To determine ancient ocean tempera-

tures, a multi-institution team ot scientists

analyzed three

long sediment col-

umns cored from

the seafloor off

Suriname in South

America by the in-

ternational Ocean

Drilling Program's

drillship/OIDfiS
Resolution.

The sediments

contained both

carbon-rich or-

ganic matter and the fossilized shells of mi-

croscopic marine organisms that had settled

and piled up on the seafloor over tens of

millions ot years.

The scientists analyzed the shells' chem-

istry, which changes correspondingly with

temperatures in the surface waters where

- WHOI scientist

Karen Bice (right)

works with Florida

State University

nanofossil spe-

cialist Sherwood

"Woody" Wise to

examine seafloor

sediment cores re-

trieved by the In-

ternational Ocean

Drilling Program's

drillshipJO/DES

Resolution, above.

the organisms lived. The researchers deter-

mined that ocean temperatures in the region

ranged between 91F and 107F (33C and

42C) between 84 million and 100 million

years ago, in an era when dinosaurs roamed

the Earth. In the same region, temperatures

now range between 75F and 82F (24C
and 28C).

For the first

time, scientists

used the same

sample to estimate

= ocean tempera-
s' tures and atmo-

J spheric CO-, levels,

1 so they could pre-

^ cisely correlate

I both phenomena.
= When ocean tem-

peratures were

high, CO, levels were 1,300 to 2,300 parts

per million (ppm), Bice and colleagues

found, compared with 380 ppm today.

Current climate models may be missing

a critical factor that amplifies heating, Bice

said. During past warm periods, oceans and

wetlands may have released large amounts

of methane gas to the atmosphere. Methane

traps heat 10 times more effectively than

carbon dioxide.

"This study addresses how the ocean-

climate system changed in the past, long

before people had any impacts," said pale-

oceanographer Mark Leckie of the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts, Amherst, who

reviewed the study for Paleooceanography.

"I think Karen's research should be another

wake-up call to the rate at which we are

changing the system today."

Lonny Lippsett andAmy E. Neva/a

This research wasfunded by the WHOI
Ocean and Climate Change Institute, a WHOI

I independent study award, Joint Oceanographic

1 Institutions, The Andrew W. Mellon Founda-

3 tion, and Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaf.
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New sonar technique offers

window into squid nurseries
Every spring the swallows return to Capistrano, and farther up

the California coast, hordes of squid arrive to mate and lay eggs on

the sandy seafloor off Monterey. Right on their tentacles come fish-

ermen seeking calamari.

California's $30-million-a-year squid fishery has quadrupled
in the past decade, with no way to assess how much fishing is too

much. Now, a multi-institution team of scientists has developed a

new sonar technique to locate squid eggs in the murky depths.

"This method provides an efficient way to map distributions and

estimate the abundance of squid eggs. In effect, it can take a census

of next year's potential population," said Kenneth G. Foote, a ma-

rine acoustics expert at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution and

lead author of an article published in the February 2006 Journal of

the Acoustical Society ofAmerica. "It has immediate potential to give

resource managers sound scientific information to make decisions

on how to sustain the fishery. Otherwise, they're just guessing."

The scientific team combined the expertise of Foote; Roger T.

Hanlon from the Marine Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole,

an authority on squid behavior; and Pat J. lampietro and Rikk G.

Kvitek, seafloor mapping experts at California State University,

Monterey Bay (CSUMB). The research
J J

. "i

was funded by the Sea Grant Essential Fish

Habitat Program.

Squid (Loligo opalescens) a staple in the

diets of many fish, birds, and marine mam-
mals return annually to spawn a few hun-

dred yards off Monterey's Cannery Row.

They deposit gelatinous capsules, each con-

taining 150 to 300 embryos. The finger-

sized capsules form small clumps called mops
that later cluster into egg beds up to several

meters in diameter. Surveying the 4-square-

mile (10 square-kilometer) spawning grounds
with divers or underwater cameras is too dif-

ficult, time consuming, and expensive.

Strips of sonar

images (right)

together create a

composite map of the

seafloor off Monterey,

Calif., where squid

gather each spring to

spawn and lay egg clusters

(left). A close-up (below)

reveals a mottled pattern that

represents squid egg clusters,

giving scientists a way to take

a census of next year's potential

squid population.

"We needed a way to detect egg

clusters," Hanlon said. "So I went

across the street and approached Ken,

one of the world's sonar experts, who

said, Til see if I can help you.'
"

"I wasn't optimistic," Foote said. "You

have to be able to distinguish weak sound

signals echoing off small targets the egg
clusters from powerful signals echoing off

much larger targets the seafloor."

The team tested different sound wave fre-

quencies, sonar angles, and towing speeds and

heights off the seafloor all in an effort to op-

timize sound signals reflected back from the egg

clusters. They processed the raw acoustic data and displayed

the results in the form of seafloor maps that showed characteristic

patterns of mottling squid egg clusters distributed on the sea-

floor images. Using underwater video and the CSUMB ship's pre-

cise positioning capabilities, they verified the correlation between

the egg clusters and the patterns on the sonar images.

With the new sonar methods, the entire Monterey spawning
area could be surveyed and analyzed in less than 40 hours at rela-

tively low cost, with a suitably equipped boat towing a sidescan

sonar, Foote said.

Since fishing usually commences as soon as squid appear in

Monterey Bay, Hanlon said, fishermen

may be catching large numbers of squid be-

fore they can complete their complex and

competitive mating behaviors and subse-

quently lay eggs.

"The next challenge is to convince the

fishermen to wait a few days for squid to

complete their mating cycle," Hanlon said,

5

"so that gene mixing in the population will

proceed by natural, not unnatural, selec-

I tion processes. The squid need to lay enough

f eggs to provide squid next year for fisher-

S_ men and for the oceans, too."

Lonny Lippsett
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RESEARCH NEWS

Strandings keep
new facility busy

The necropsy suite and computed to-

mography scanning facilities in Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution's new Marine

Research Facility (MRF) were terribly busy

this winter. An unprecedented number of fa-

tal dolphin and pilot whale Strandings near

Cape Cod brought many veterinarians and

marine biologists to Woods Hole to examine

and dissect the animals.

More than 120 marine mammals

beached themselves on the peninsula in De-

cember and January, according to the Cape
Cod Stranding Network (CCSN), which

includes several WHOI researchers. CCSN
is charged by the National Marine Fisheries

Service (NMFS) with resuscitating strand-

ed animals, if possible, and investigating

why Strandings occur.

Following a stranding in mid-January,

seven dead common and white-sided dol-

phins were brought to the MRF (right) for

necropsies by researchers from WHOI, New

England Aquarium, NMFS, the Massachu-

setts Institute ofTechnology, and Tufts Uni-

versity. They examined tissues for parasites

and potential toxins, as well as signs that the

Strandings might have been caused by human

activity (particularly noise) in the ocean. Re-

searchers also collected and preserved tissue

samples for ongoing investigations.

This research isfunded by theJohn H.

Prescott Marine Mammal Rescue Assistance

Grant Program and the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration's Ocean and Hu-

man Health Initiative.

Live from the tropics,
it's an ocean network

With a click of his computer mouse,

Scott Gallager was swimming with the fish-

es off the west coast of Panama. Virtual re-

ality? Well, the fish, corals, and currents are

real; Gallager, however, is virtually there,

connected by an electro-optical cable back

to shore and via the Internet to his office at

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

In January 2006, Gallager, a WHOI bi-

ologist, led a dive team that installed this

cabled observatory off the island of Canales

de Tierra. It's the latest in a series ot what

WHOI engineer Andy Girard (left) and

biologist Scott Gallager installed a cabled

underwater observatory off the west coast

of Panama at the Liquid Jungle Laboratory.

he calls "underwater laboratories" that can

monitor marine ecosystems over long peri-

ods and transmit live images and data back

to scientists.

The new observatory gives scientists

"tele-presence," he said. A 0.75-mile (1.2-

kilometer) cable runs power and data be-

tween a shore-based facility (the Liquid

Jungle Laboratory) and a node 50 feet (15

meters) below the sea surface. Plugged into

the node are sensors to continuously mea-

sure the temperature, salinity, pH, and

turbidity ot the water, as well as currents,

chlorophyll, oxygen, and light levels. The

observatory also has a pan-and-tilt camera.

Together, the sensors give scientists un-

precedented ability to observe and begin to

unravel all the factors that combine to sus-

tain the ecosystem how fresh water, plant

detritus, sediments, chemicals, and other

materials run off the coast; how they mix

into the sea, increase turbidity, change the

penetration of light, and add nutrients; how

all these influence marine lite, from the

microscopic plants at the base of the food

chain to the corals and fish; and how these

change after storms and over seasons.

SOCK VNUS M \<i \ZINE Vol. 45, N... 1. 2006 www.ivln.i.o lu.Weanus



To launch the project with a tight bud-

get, Gallager, WHOI engineers Andy
Girard and Steve Lerner, and research as-

sistant Emily Miller frugally used cable left

over from previous WHOI projects. "It's

old, but heavy and tough," Gallager said.

"We put it to good use."

The observatory can be expanded with

more instruments, more nodes, and cable

extensions. Gallager also envisions wiring
the jungle floor, the tree canopy, and nearby

mangrove swamps with sensors so that sci-

entists can observe interactions between ter-

restrial and marine ecosystems.

And the observatory provides tele-pres-

ence not only to scientists. Gallager hopes
classrooms around the world will click onto

the observatory's Web site (http://4dgeo.

whoi.edu/panama), "invoking the scientific

method, designing experiments, and criti-

cally analyzing real-time data."

WHOI operates the Martha's Vine-

yard Coastal Observatory in temperate wa-

ters. In June, Gallager and Vernon Asper
of the University of Southern Mississippi

will install the National Science Founda-

tion-funded Polar Remote Interactive Ma-
rine Observatory (PRIMO) off Antarctica,

which will be the first cabled observatory

in Antarctic waters. The LJL observatory,

funded by the WHOI Ocean Life Institute,

is the first in tropical waters.

Lonny Lippsett

Changing the course of rivers and history
Punjab means "five rivers." The re-

gion in northern Pakistan is named for

the great rivers that branch through the

landscape, creating an ancient cradle of

civilization and a modern agricultural

breadbasket. But two geologists have

found strong evidence that it was not al-

ways so.

The Sutlej, Ravi, Chennab, and Jel-

lum Rivers flow westward to join the

Indus River and drain into the Arabian

Sea, west of Pakistan. But the rivers once

flowed eastward into the Ganges River

and drained into the Bay of Bengal, east

of India, the scientists say. The rivers were

rerouted 5 million years ago, probably as

the ongoing collision of the Indian and

Eurasian tectonic plates bulldozed the

terrain, tilting it westward or lifting up

river-diverting mountains.

To reconstruct this momentous conti-

nental and historical shift, Peter Clift of

the United Kingdom's University of Aber-

deen and Jerzy Blusztajn ofWoods Hole

Oceanographic Institution found telltale

clues beneath the ocean in the Indus

Fan, an apron of sediments pumped onto

the seafloor over millennia by the mighty
Indus River (which gave India its name).

The fan is 6 miles (10 kilometers) thick

and extends about 900 miles (1,500 kilo-

meters) into the Arabian Sea.

The scientists analyzed seismic surveys

ot the fan's sedimentary layers. They found

Today four rivers flow west into the Indus

River and the Arabian Sea (right). The rivers

once joined the Ganges River and emptied

into the Bay of Bengal (above). They were

rerouted about 5 million years ago by the

collision of the Indian and Eurasian Plates.

that the layers started to accumulate twice

as fast sometime after about 5 million

years ago indicating a large and geologi-

cally sudden increase of the Indus outflow.

Clift and Blusztajn also analyzed sedi-

ment samples cored from the seafloor and

found that the sediments' isotopic com-

positions switched dramatically 5 million

years ago. Before then, the relatively high
ratios of neodymium-143 to neodymium-
144 in the sediments indicated that they

came from the Karakoram Mountains, far

north of Punjab, and were eroded from

the old southern edge of the Eurasian

Plate. After 5 million years ago, the neo-

dymium ratio was much lower, indicating

that the sediments were eroded from the

front edge of the Indian Plate and came

from the Himalayan Mountains to the

east the source of the four modern Pun-

jabi rivers that now flow into the Indus.

The scientists concluded that the rivers

were once Ganges tributaries that were

"captured" by the Indus River.

"This is the first time such a major
sediment capture event has been dated,"

Blusztajn said. It shows the potential "to

use ancient sediments to reconstruct what

mountains looked like in the past."

The scientists reported their find-

ings in the Dec. 15, 2005, issue of Nature,

which called the research "an extraordi-

nary piece of detective work."

Lonny Lippsett
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RESEARCH NEWS

Jian Lin (yellow hard hat), a

geophysicist at Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution,

was U.S. chief scientist

aboard two voyages of

China's new research

vessel in 2005 the first

American ever invited to

co-lead a Chinese deep-

ocean research cruise. He

and Professor John Chen of

Peking University deploy

a Miniature Autonomous

Plume Recorder to search

for hydrothermal vents.

Chinese cruise brings back clues

to past tsunamis near Sumatra
Exactly one year after the devastating 2004 Indian Ocean tsu-

nami, Jian Lin found himself on a Chinese research vessel ori Su-

matra, floating above the epicenter of the seafloor earthquake that

spawned the great wave.

He participated in a solemn ceremony to honor the estimated

280,000 people killed by the tsunami. Then he hauled up cores of

ancient sediment from the ocean bottom cores that could reveal

the history of tsunamis, help predict

their likelihood, and perhaps save lives

in the future.

"You are looking at a book," said

Lin, a geophysicist, pointing to a 1V4-

meter-long column of mud in his office

at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institu-

tion. "Now we must learn to read the

pages and hope it contains chapters

that will teach us how and how fre-

quently earthquakes create tsunamis

in this region."

The tantalizing sediment samples

culminated two 40-day voyages for Lin

as U.S. chief scientist aboard China's new research ship, Dayang 1.

It was the first time an American scientist has been invited to co-

lead a Chinese deep-ocean research cruise (see page 34).

During 2005, Dnyang 1 sailed an ambitious 300-day series of ex-

peditions to explore mineral and biological resources in the ocean,

particularly at hydrothermal vents. To this unique collaboration,

Lin brought seafloor maps from previous WHOI expeditions and a

WHOI-built deep-tow magnetometer to detect mineral-rich ocean

crust around vents. He also brought six Miniature Autonomous

Plume Recorders (MAPRs), on loan from Edward Baker, Lin's col-

league at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

Lin described MAPRs as "sniff-

ers." Lowered on wires into the depths,

they detect hot, buoyant, particle-tilled

fluids emitted from seafloor vents.

The fluids rise several hundred meters

above the seafloor and spread sideways

into mushroom-shaped plumes above

- WHOI scientist Jian Lin (right) looks

at a sediment core just retrieved from

the site of the seafloor earthquake off

Sumatra that caused the 2004 Indian

Ocean tsunami. Lin hopes the core

contains a record of past tsunamis.

10 OCEANUS MAGAZINF. Vol. 15, No. 1, Join, www



the vent "stems." MAPRs measure

temperature, as well as the scatter-

ing of light (by dissolved particles)

through seawater.

With these and other tools at

their disposal, the international team

aboard Dayang 1 discovered new re-

gions of strong hydrothermal plumes
in the eastern Pacific Ocean and

atop of the Southwest Indian Ridge

(SVVIR). They also recovered micro-

organisms that live under extreme

conditions in the deep ocean and many samples of sulfide rocks

from hydrothermal vents. These represented firsts for China. By fly-

ing the magnetometer on an underwater vehicle only tens of meters

above the seafloor, Lin and colleagues measured Earth's magnetic
field at very close range to determine the magnetic properties of un-

usual rocks found on the ultra-slow-spreading SWIR.
"The Indian Ocean cruise was probably the most fruitful expedi-

tion I have ever co-led," Lin said. On a little-explored region of the

SVVIR, the MAPRs found a extremely robust hydrothermal plume,

though the team did not have time to follow the plume trail to the

vents that created it.

"This vent site is just waiting to be confirmed," Lin said, "and

scientists are now actively planning to go back as soon as possible.

It would be the first large active vent ever found on the Southwest

Indian Ridge and would fill in a missing geological and biological

piece in the seafloor jigsaw puzzle."

In December 2005, Dayang 1 headed east toward Indonesia.

Near the tsunami-generating earthquake site off Sumatra, the

\ 1 A PRs found a surprise: One year after the tsunami, the bottom

2,000 feet (600 meters) of the ocean were still murky and filled

with particles.

+ One year after the 2004 tsunami,

with their research vessel above the

site of the submarine earthquake that

spawned it, Lin and the entire ship's crew

participated in a solemn ceremony to

commemorate the tsunami's victims,

casting origami cranes and flowers into

the waves.

I

"Major seafloor earthquakes and

f tsunamis send huge amounts of sea-

floor sediments whirling into the

ocean," Lin said. "Our hypothesis was that big sediment grains

would settle first, then medium grains, then fine grains, and then

very fine grains."

Stirred and sorted by tsunamis, the resettled fine-grained par-

ticles could leave telltale layers in sediments. "Ifwe can find these

layers in the cores I brought back, correlate them with previous

known quakes, and date others deeper down in the cores," Lin said,

"then we may actually be able to read the history of earthquakes and

tsunamis in this region."

During a moment of silence in the tsunami memorial ceremony
on Dayang 1, with everyone lined up on deck, "I thought about the

immeasurable suffering of those affected by the tsunami," Lin said,

"and an enduring need to better understand and eventually forecast

earthquakes and tsunamis."

Then the ship's horn blew for a full minute, and the ship's party

sank an inscribed concrete memorial to the tsunami victims into the

sea. They cast origami cranes and flowers into the waves, as well as

paper money, a Chinese tradition to pay respect to those in heaven.

Lonny Lippsett

Lin's research wasfunded by the U.S. Office ofForeign Disaster

Assistance and a WHOIIndependent Study Aiuard.

Do fishing rules lead

to more accidents?
Fishermen have argued that regulations

about when and where they can catch fish

have contributed to sinkings and fatal acci-

dents at sea. But a new statistical analysis by
Woods Hole researchers has found no hard

evidence to support that argument.
Di Jin of the Woods Hole Oceano-

graphic Institution's Marine Policy Center

and Eric Thunberg of the National Ma-
rine Fisheries Service (NMFS) examined

20 years of reports on the number offish-

ing trips, days at sea, and serious accidents

and ship losses for fishermen from Virginia

to Maine. They found that the accident rate

for commercial fishing vessels in the north-

eastern United States has remained stable

since 1994, when NMFS tightened regula-

tions and limits on ocean fish catches.

The accident rate showed an overall

downward trend from 1981 to 2000, the re-

searchers reported in the October 2005 is-

sue of Safety Science. The total number of

accidents has declined over the years, while

the number of vessels going to sea and the

number of days they stay out has risen.

Fishing remains one of the most dangerous

occupations in America, with a death rate

16 times higher than that of police officers

and firefighters.

Jin and Thunberg did find a slight in-

crease in the accident rate around the Gulf

of Maine, but no specific regulation can ac-

| count for the change.

"I certainly hear anecdotal evidence that

5 fishermen are taking more risks and may
=

be deferring maintenance on their boats,

but these are not observable, so we can't test

whether these actions have affected accident

rates," Thunberg said. "Regulations don't

force fishermen to endanger their lives,

but the economics of fishing certainly have

changed. It is possible that some boats are

making longer trips with fewer crew or tak-

ing more risks in tough financial times."

Mike Carlowicz
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Dust Busters

for the oceans
A new instrument collects

answers blowing in the wind

Like
most living things, mi-

croscopic marine plants

J j \ need iron and other minerals

to live and grow. On land, soil

provides a ubiquitous source of

minerals, but how do essential

nutrients get into vast watery

stretches of the open ocean?

The question has long mys-
5 titled oceanographers. Accord-

i ing to one theory, large swirling

currents, called eddies, pump
nutrients from the depths up toward the sunlit surface, giving phy-

toplankton the ingredients they need to flourish (see page 18). But

a larger source of iron may be dust storms, which blow huge quan-

tities of mineral-rich soil particles (called Aeolian dust) out to sea,

particularly from desert regions in Africa and Asia.

Until now, scientists investigating the latter theory have been

stymied by an inability to measure when, where, and how much

dust falls into the oceans, said Ed Sholkovitz, a marine geochemist

at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. They have had to rely

on dust samples collected on islands.

To remedy this situation, Sholkovitz teamed with three WHOI
engineers Geoff Allsup, Dave Hosom, and Mike Purcell who

collectively call themselves the "Dust Busters." They designed a de-

vice, mounted atop a moored buoy, that collects windblown particles

over the open ocean. Unlike islands, which aren't portable, buoys can

be placed in scientifically strategic locales.

The heart of their device is a motorized carousel that rotates 24

dust-collecting filters under a small intake opening. As air passes

through the opening, the filters catch samples ofwind-borne parti-

cles, which are eventually chemically analyzed back at WHOI.
The particle sampler had to be rugged and

watertight to survive months at sea. Soft-

ware ran the device automatically,

coordinating it with meteorological in-

struments on the buoy to pause sam-

pling when high waves or winds might

clog the filters with sea spray.

The Dust Busters collaborated with

Peter Sedwick, a marine geochemist
at the Bermuda Biological Station for

Research, to test their particle sam-

pler from May to September 2004 on a

buoy moored off Bermuda. Reporting

An intense storm in 2003 sent a massive plume of Saharan Desert

dust over the Atlantic Ocean. It extended more than 1,000 miles

(1,600 kilometers), from the Cape Verde Islands (lower left) to the

Canary Islands (top center). Dust storms may be a way for iron and

other essential minerals to get into the open ocean to fuel blooms of

marine life. WHOI scientists and engineers designed a device with an

automated carousel of filters (below) that collects windblown particles

in the open ocean. It is mounted atop a moored buoy (left).

in the journal Deep-Sea Research, the scientists said the instrument

successfully captured dust throughout the summer, including pulses

of brown-yellow particles from two large African dust storms in

Tune and August.

The instrument's initial success persuaded the National Science

Foundation to fund redeployment of an improved particle sampler

in 2007 and 2008. With a grant from the WHOI Access to the Sea

Program, Sheri White and Norman Farr, engineers in WHOI's

Applied Ocean Physics and Engineering Department, were enlist-

ed to develop a sensor that can measure and monitor color changes

in captured dust (indicating its source) in real time. New two-way
communications will let scientists modify sampling procedures in

response to natural events.

While the particle sampler monitors the supply

side of the question, Sholkovitz's collabora-

tors, Sedwick and Thomas Church from

the University of Delaware, will focus

on the demand side: How is iron from

continental dust chemically transformed

and released in seawater to catalyze

blooms of phytoplankton at the base of

the marine food chain? The research

= will help unravel a fundamental process

g that fuels life in the ocean.

Lonny Liffsetf
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Going wireless in the deep blue
You're exploring how ocean currents de-

velop, or how salt and spray are exchanged
with the atmosphere, or how lava erupts

from the seafloor.

You could make observations from a

ship, but expeditions provide only snap-
shots. They don't allow you to observe

changes in the ocean over months or years,

nor can you capture sudden, unpredictable

events such as earthquakes or eruptions.

Instruments on satellites offer useful

broad, long-term observations. But the

view is only skin deep, as cameras and lasers

penetrate only the top few meters ofwater.

You could run power and communica-

tions cables to an array ofinstruments on

the seafloor and obtain data in real time.

But your cabled observatory is limited to one

place, and it would be expensive to build.

So how do you get long-term ocean

measurements from any spot on the globe,

with daily feedback and lower costs? You

go wireless, according to Dan Frye ofthe

Advanced Engineering Laboratory at the

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

Frye, Matthew Grund, Lee Freitag,

Jonathan Ware and otherWHOI en

moored buoy and brought it into the 21 s '

century. They designed and built a wireless

buoy observatory that allows researchers

to send or receive "calls" from instruments

in the middle of the ocean. Collaborat-

ing with colleagues from the University
ofWashington and Scripps Institution of

Oceanography, they deployed the buoy for a

trial run from May 2004 to July 2005 along
the Nootka Fault offVancouver Island.

The keys to the system are satellite

transmitters and acoustic modems. Outfit-

ted with two Iridium satellite transceivers,

the Nootka buoy sent data from instru-

ments in the ocean back to shore six times

a day. Researchers could opt for more fre-

quent updates when interesting events oc-

curred, and they could send commands to

adjust experiments on the fly.

Getting information from the seafloor

to the surface was harder. Instead ofsend-

ing data through cables which are costly

and physically limiting the Nootka ob-

servatory relied on soundwaves. Comput-
er codes and data were turned into sound

signals much like those passing

through the phone line and modem II

to your home computer. Acous-

tic modems relayed the signals

through the water between

seafloor instruments and

the surface buoy.

Because instruments

don't need to be hooked

into the system by cables, researchers were

able to add a new instrument four months

after the initial setup. They simply repro-

grammed the observatory's computers to

listen for a new voice.

"The system is like a wireless computer
network or hotspot," said Frye. "It allows

users to move in and out in a flexible man-
ner." Up to 15 instruments can be set as far

as 1.8 miles (3 kilometers) away from the

base ofthe mooring. The system also can be

deployed and redeployed almost anywhere
in the world certainly in some places now
unreachable with cables.

Mike Carlowicz

The National Science Foundation, W.M.

.,,, J_(s! ,u.
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Surface buoy

Acoustic transducer

The Nootka buoy observatory is

like a wireless computer n

with a surface buoy serving as the

communications hub between

seafloor instruments, satellites,

and shore-based researchers.

Acoustic modems send sound

waves through the water to relay

data and commands to and from

the buoy as it drifts over the

various instruments.

Acoustic Dop



STUDFNTS AT WORK

Sheri

Simmons gets into the rugged wilderness as often as she

can, backpacking in Newfoundland, the Adirondacks, and

Alaska where she once encountered a grizzly bear on a trail. She

skis every chance she gets, on notoriously rough and sometimes

forested slopes.

But her research as a graduate student in the MIT/WHOI Joint

Program took her to sleepy Salt Pond, in the middle of Falmouth,

Mass., in a tame little rowboat, and sometimes stuck in the marsh

mud. In this seemingly uneventful spot, she discovered a previously

unknown bacterium that has turned some conventional wisdom up-

side down literally.

Simmons studies magnetotactic bacteria, so named because they

take in iron and sulfur from their environment to form internal

chains of iron minerals, magnetite (Fe 3
O4) and greigite (Fe 3S 4 ).

That makes them magnetic.

"The bacteria act like swimming compass needles," orienting

themselves to Earth's magnetic field, Simmons said. She is interest-

ed in finding out how abundant these bacteria are, where they live,

how much iron and sulfur they take up, and how they cycle these

elements through the environment.

The magnetotactic ability of these bacteria helps them find a

niche that suits their particular chemical needs: They require high

sulfur but low oxygen levels. Such niches form in places where water

is not turbulent and can settle into stable layers, each with distinct

chemical makeups that are exploited by distinct types of bacteria.

Such stratified environments develop in coastal ponds, such as

Salt Pond. In summer, winds that mix the waters die down,

and microscopic marine plants bloom in the pond's oxygen-
rich surface waters. Zooplankton and bacteria use oxygen as

they consume plants, depleting oxygen in upper layers. At

the same time, other bacteria convert sulfur com-

pounds in the lower layers into sulfides, which

are toxic to most life, but important raw ma-

terial that magnetotactic bacteria use to

make greigite.

Between the upper and lower

layers is a thin inter-

face with ample

*?

Jt>

Graduate student Sheri ;

Simmons and colleagues

referto their newly (-

discovered, as-yet J*-^
unnamed bacterium as

the "barbell" bacterium

because of its shape.

A bacterium with its own compas



sulfides, but not too much oxygen. In this

middle ground, Simmons found her as-yet

unnamed bacterium. Simmons and her advi-

sor, microbial geochemist Katrina Edwards,

and their colleague, Dennis Bazylinski of

Iowa State University, refer to it as the "bar-

bell" bacterium because of its shape.

Laboratory experiments have demon-

strated that in the Northern Hemisphere,

magnetotactic bacteria will swim to-

ward the geomagnetic north when

they find themselves in water

with too much oxygen. Why?
Because in the Northern

Hemisphere, Earth's mag-
netic field angles down-

ward into the planet, so

bacteria that head north

effectively swim down

into more congenial,

low-oxygen waters.

Since the 1970s,

when magneto-
tactic bacteria

were first dis-

covered, sci-

entists have

repeatedly found this behavior and logically assumed that all mag-
netotactic, oxygen-intolerant bacteria should behave this way.

But when Simmons exposed the barbell bacteria from Salt Pond

to high-oxygen water, they swam south instead of north.

"We have found magnetotactic marine bacteria with behavior

that's exactly the opposite of the textbook explanation that research-

ers have believed for decades," she said. "We don't know why they
do this. We don't think they do it in the pond, since it wouldn't

make sense ecologically for them to swim upward into greater oxy-

gen concentrations."

Simmons was lead author of a paper describing the newfound or-

ganism, which was published Jan. 19, 2006, in the prestigious jour-

nal Science a rare occurrence for a scientist who is still a graduate

student. The discovery opens whole new lines of inquiry.

Simmons received grants to pursue her research from the WHOI
Ocean Life Institute, the WHOI Coastal Ocean Institute, and the

WHOI Ocean Ventures Fund, which sponsors special projects by

graduate students. She expects to finish her Ph.D. degree in 2006.

To collect samples, Simmons used a rowboat and a novel device,

designed with WHOI biologist Craig Taylor, that gently draws in

water samples from separate stratified layers, rather than pumping

up a mixed sample vertically through the water column. Back in the

lab, Simmons studies the ribosomal RNA of her collected bacteria

to learn more about them.

She has also learned to row better. "I couldn't row when I came

here," she noted, "I'm a skier, not a crew person."

Kate Madin

Photo by Tom Kleindinst, WHOI

-

steers research in new directio
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A thin line to a deep trench

MARIANAS TRENCH The cable is nearly as thin as a strand of

human hair (inset photo shows a human hair, top, and the cable)

and stretches 20 miles (32 kilometers) long, far enough to reach

into Earth's deepest seafloor trench. On an April 2006 expedi-

tion to the Marianas Trench, WHOI engineers were set to give

the new cable its first test in

extreme depths. Ultimately,

the cable will be used to

relay real-time data and

communications between

shipboard researchers and a

deep-sea vehicle under con-

struction called the Hybrid

g Remotely Operated Vehicle
*
(HROV). Just 250 microns

1 in diameter, the cable will

I allow HROV to maneuver

J at depths of36,000 feet

f (10,972 meters) without the

1 drag ofheavy cables on tra-

ditional deep-sea vehicles.

Noxious gas from the mouth of hell

MASAYA, NICARAGUA In the 1500s, a visiting friar

looked into Masaya Volcano's hot, smoking pit lined with

rows of teeth-like rocks and dubbed it "the mouth of hell."

ForWHOI geochemist Ken Sims, it is a laboratory. Most

experts in volcanic gases work atop crater rims. But Sims

(seen here in March 2006) possesses both climbing skill

and scientific knowledge to safely collect noxious gas

samples directly from highly concentrated plumes in the

caldera. By gathering gas samples from volcanoes world-

wide, Sims is exploring how our planet is evolving and

how volcanic gases cause climate changes that may even

have led to the extinction of dinosaurs.

R/VKnorr

Jan.-March 2006

A titanic struggle of tiny plants
Ross SEA WHOI marine geochemist Mak Saito joined an international team

of researchers aboard the icebreaker Nathaniel B. Palmer in the austral sum-

mer of2005-06 to explore the ecological struggle between two major groups of

algae: diatoms and phaeocystis. The team studied the algae and a number of

elements in seawater that algae need to survive: carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus,

iron, and cobalt. Because the algae have different nutritional preferences, the

scientists hypothesize that changes in seawater chemistry will allow one group

to out compete the other. The outcome has implications for climate change, be-

cause photosynthetic algae use huge amounts of heat-trapping carbon dioxide.

On Jan. 14, 2006, cruise members claimed to make history by sailing farther

south than anyone in recorded history, in the Bay ofWhales.

Exploring the ocean's interior

SOUTHERN OCEAN Oceans are layered with distinct water masses

that vary in size, temperature, and saltiness. Researchers on the re-

search vessel Knorr spent seven weeks in the winter of2006 surveying

the source of a dense, low-salt layer that flows north from Antarctica

and fills almost all the Southern Hemisphere and tropical oceans at

depths of2,600 to 3,200 feet (800 to 1,000 meters). Still unknown

is how this water mass forms, then sinks, rises, and flows, and how it

affects global climate, said the expedition's co-leader Lynne Talley, a

physical oceanographer at Scripps Institution of Oceanography and a

1982 graduate ofthe MIT/WHOI Joint Program.
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R/V Oceanus

3n.-March2006

up in Woods Hole

Woods Hole

Is the tide coming back in?

MASSACHUSETTS BAY The historic 2005 "red tide" ofthe harmful algae

Alexandrium fundyense was the most widespread and intense in New Eng-
land since 1972. It kept the WHOI sampling team, led by Bruce Keafer,

going to sea on coastal research vessel Tioga and other vessels through
December to see if the toxin-producing plants left cysts to seed future out-

breaks. Meanwhile, Deana Erdner (right), Linda McCauley, Kerry Nor-

ton, and others in WHOI biologist Don Anderson's laboratory have been

isolating and culturing cells to figure out which genotype ofAlexandrium

dominated the 2005 bloom. In April 2006, Keafer and crew saddled up for

another season, making several trips on Tioga to see if history repeats itself.

TVy Jan.

R/V Atlantis

-March 2006

Jacksonville

apagos
nds

A density battle off the Outer Cape
CAPE COD In winter, shallow waters offthe National Sea-

shore on Cape Cod cool and get more dense. But as snow

melts in northern New England in spring, a fresher coastal

current appears offCape Cod. These two phenomena op-

pose each other: The winter-cooled, dense shallow waters

are potentially capable offlowing offshore into the center

of the Gulf of Maine; the fresher waters are less dense and

more likely to travel long distances along the coast. In the

winter of2005-06, WHOI physical oceanographers Glen

Gawarkiewicz and Andrey Shcherbina have investigated

the water masses offCape Cod, using a combination ofob-

servations from a

REMUS autono-

mous underwater

vehicle, moored

current profilers,

and hydrographic

measurements

fromWHOI's
coastal research

vessel Tioga.

Alvin's last ride; Sentry's first

SARGASSO SEA After six months ofmaintenance, the deep-
sea submersible Ahin is returning to work. In April 2006, the

sub's engineers and pilots were scheduled to make recertifica-

tion dives, submerging first in shallow waters then deeper to

Alvin's maximum 14,700-foot (4,500-meter) depth. On the

same expedition on R/V Atlantis, engineers were set to con-

duct the first deep-water dunks of the new autonomous vehicle

Sentry (below). The fast-moving, four-winged vehicle

slightly smaller than a Volkswagen Beetle will perform so-

nar surveys over

rugged undersea

terrain. Trials

allow engineers

to see how Sentry

handles navigat-

ing and maneu-

vering at depths

of 16,400 feet

(5,000 meters).

Punta

Arenas,
Chile

The hidden world of salps
OFF THE ANTARCTIC PENINSULA Biologists Larry Madin (WHOI)
and Patricia Kremer (U. Connecticut) led a month-long cruise aboard

the ice-strenghtened ship L.M. Gould to learn more about a little-known

species of salps, a gelatinous, tube-shaped planktonic animal that may be

f getting more numerous in the Southern Ocean. Changes in the climate

f and sea ice around Antarctica may create conditions in which salps thrive

instead of krill, a critical food for penguins, seals, and whales. Research-

J ers used net sampling, scuba diving, lab experiments, and a prototype
1 imaging instrument (LAPIS) to study salps' feeding, reproductive biol-

"; ogy, and ecosystem impacts. The cruise was featured on WHOI's "Dive

and Discover" Web site (www.divediscover.whoi.edu).
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R/V Oceanus Bosun Jim McGill (top, blue

shirt) and Able Seaman Bill Hoff (yellow shirt)

operate the winch to deploy a conductivity-

temperature-depth (CTD) water sampler into

the Sargasso Sea, as WHOI oceanographer

Dennis McGillicuddy (bottom left) and

Rutgers University Postdoctoral Scholar

Diana Nemergut look on.



Pioneering expeditions investigate how
eddies make life bloom in oceanic deserts

In
the 87 days that Dennis McGillicuddy

and colleagues spent in the Sargasso Sea

in the summer of 2005, they were tossed

around or chased by tour hurricanes and

two tropical storms: Franklin, Harvey,

Irene, Maria, Nate, and Ophelia.

Not one of those massive storms was as

powerful as the one swirling in the water

beneath them.

From June to September, McGillicuddy
and a team of more than 20 scientists from

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution and

five other marine science labs tracked an

eddy named A4. It was the oceanic equiva-

lent of a hurricane a huge mass of water

spinning like a whirlpool, moving through
the ocean for months, stretching across

more than 62 miles (100 kilometers), stir-

ring up a vortex of water and material from

the depths to the surface.

"Eddies are the internal weather of the

sea," says McGillicuddy, an associate scien-

tist in the WHOI Applied Ocean Physics

and Engineering Department. But unlike

destructive hurricanes, eddies can be pro-

ductive. As certain types of eddies stir the

i Dennis McGillicuddy helps prepare to

lower the Video Plankton Recorder (VPR)

from R/V Oceanus. The VPR found billions of

microscopic plants blooming in eddy A4.

ocean, they draw nutrients up from the deep,

fertilizing the waters to create blooms of mi-

croscopic marine plants in the open ocean,

where little lite was once thought to exist.

"The open ocean is twice as productive as

we can explain based on what we know about

nutrients in the water," said McGillicuddy.

"Where do all the nutrients come from to

make these oases in the oceanic desert?"

The
Sargasso Sea south and east of the

Gulf Stream forms the geographic
center of the North Atlantic Ocean. It is

warmer, saltier, bluer, and clearer than most

other parts of the North Atlantic, except

for the floating mats of sargassum seaweed

that gave the sea its name. For centuries,

prevailing wisdom was that such open
ocean waters were mostly desert-like, un-

productive regions.

A lecture on the Sargasso Sea in the

early 1990s sparked McGillicuddy 's cu-

riosity. In the talk. Bill Jenkins, a senior

scientist in the WHOI Marine Chemistry
and Geochemistry Department, pointed

out that scientists were finding more oxy-

gen being produced and consumed in the

open ocean than anyone expected. The

suspects were phytoplankton, microscopic

marine plants that produce oxygen in pho-

tosynthesis, and zooplankton (microscopic

animals) and bacteria, which use oxygen as

they consume plants and organic detritus

that sink to the seafloor.

Scientists found 10 times more micro-

scopic life in the Sargasso Sea than anyone

A From left, researchers Jim Ledwell, Brian Guest, Blair Greenan, Penelope Howe, and Nathan Buck prepare to lower an "integrating sampler."

Arrays of these samplers were slowly towed through the ocean to track how the eddy had spread harmless chemical tracers through the ocean.
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could explain, given the dearth of nitrate,

phosphate, trace metals, and other nutrients

that plants need to grow in sunlit surface

waters. Researchers slowly developed the

hypothesis that vortices of cold or warm wa-

ter eddies might somehow act as a bio-

logical pump.
"I had proposed a problem, and Dennis

suggested a solution," Jenkins said. "He had

the clever idea that eddies were perturb-

ing the layers of the water column, mixing
different waters, and bring-

ing nutrients up from below."

The upwelling ot nutrients into

the euphotic zone (the top 330

feet or 100 meters of the ocean,

where light penetrates) would

stimulate prodigious blooms of

phytoplankton, which attract

zooplankton and other animals

up the food chain.

The Eddies Dynamics,

Mixing, Export, and Species

composition (EDDIES) project

was born.

laborator with McGillicuddy and an ocean-

ographer from the University of California,

Santa Barbara (UCSB).

McGillicuddy mustered chemists, bi-

ologists, and physical oceanographers

from WHOI, UCSB, Rutgers University,

Bermuda Biological Station for Research

(BBSR), Virginia Institute of Marine Sci-

ences, and the University of Miami. To-

gether, they secured $3.5 million from the

National Science Foundation, as well as five

"D ennis has wanted to do

this experiment since

he was a graduate student," said

Dave Siegel, a longtime col-

i TheWHOI-operatedOceonusand BBSR-operated Weatherbird II worked

in tandem for two summers, tracking different aspects of eddy dynamics.

The ships met at sea several times during the two-year operation.

months of ship time over two years on the

WHOI-operated research vessel Oceanus

and the BBSR-operated Weatherbinill.

The goal: to make detailed chemical, bi-

ological, and oceanographic measurements

of a specific eddy by getting right into the

middle of it.

"We didn't want to just sit on the fence

and watch from one point," said Ken Bues-

seler, chairman of the WHOI Department
of Marine Chemistry and Geochemistry.

"Eddies move and develop, so

we decided to follow a parcel

of ocean as it moved. This was

the first time anyone has really

studied an eddy in this way."

Eddies
are distinct parcels of

water that move and jostle

within the ocean, much like

warm and cold air masses or

high- and low-pressure systems

in the atmosphere. Eddies are

5 formed by differences in ocean

temperature and salinity that

2, give water different densities.

~- Like oil and water, water mass-

es of different densities tend to

keep separate, rather than mix.

The largest eddies can con-
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tain up to 1,200 cubic miles (5,000 cubic

kilometers) ot water and can last for months

to a year. Earth's rotation the Coriolis

force gives eddies their spin.

To hunt for their target, McGillicuddy
and colleagues used data from satellites,

whose measurements of sea surface heights

show telltale signs ot eddies. Warm-water

eddies form bumps in the ocean; cold-water

eddies form depressions. The team exam-

ined several eddies and settled on anticy-

clone No. 4, or A4, a "mode water" eddy

(see page 22) that stretched some 93 miles

(150 kilometers) in diameter at the surface.

The EDDIES program took a truly in-

tegrated approach, combining many tools

satellites, ships, moorings, drifters, robotic

vehicles, computer models and many types

of scientists.

From June 20 to Sept. 14, 2005, the re-

searchers zigzagged across the eddy as it

drifted southwest about 3.7 miles (6 kilome-

ters) per day. The team on Oceanus buzzed

around collecting water and nutrient sam-

ples, measuring current speeds and direc-

tions, and towing WHOI biologist Cabell

Davis' Video Plankton Recorder through
the turbulent swirl. Bill Jenkins and his lab

mates measured natural chemical markers

such as tritium, an indicator ot the amount

of plant-fueling nitrate being raised from

the depths. WHOI Senior Scientist Jim

Ledwell, an expert on using tracers in the

ocean, injected sulfur hexafluoride, a harm-

less chemical, into the middle of the eddy
and tracked how it spread up, down, and

across the sea.

At the same time, a research

team on Weatherbird II made

targeted measurements in the

core ot the eddy, measuring

plant and animal productiv-

ity, the movement of particles,

and thorium, a radioisotope

that marks how much organic

material is sinking from sur-

face waters. Siegel used a radi-

ometer to measure whether the

eddy was disturbing the light

penetrating the blue water.

"Ocean scientists are mov-

ing toward a more holistic view

of their research problems,"

said Siegel. "Ocean science

grows by filling in the cracks

between disci-

plines. If you put a

smart and diverse

group ot people to-

gether in a boat, a

lot of good things

can happen. Peo-

ple start to think

outside of their

own little research

worlds, and to-

gether we can tell

scientific stories

that we couldn't

put together indi-

vidually."

Fueled
by nu-

trients from

the deep, dia-

toms bloomed to

concentrations

10,000 to 100,000

times the norm

among the highest ever observed in the

Sargasso Sea.

At the same time, the team was sur-

prised to find historically low concentra-

tions of oxygen in the depths, a sign of

zooplankton and bacterial population ex-

plosions. It also meant that an awful lot of

heat-trapping carbon dioxide may have been

drawn out of the atmosphere and ocean sur-

face, transformed by phytoplankton, and

sunk to the bottom of the ocean.

Six months after the last EDDIES re-

I Researchers deploy a sampling sled to detect chemical tracers that

helped them track how an eddy mixes water layers of the ocean.

A Sarah Bender, a Rutgers University researcher, processes water

samples in the laboratory on R/V Oceanus. She is measuring how

nutrients affect the abundance of microscopic plants in the eddy.

searcher stepped ott Oceanus, the scientists

are still assessing and analyzing the wealth

of data they collected on A4. The team met

in February 2006 at the international Ocean

Sciences Meeting in Hawaii to share obser-

vations and collectively make sense of what

they saw. Ultimately, the goal is to develop

high-resolution computer models McGil-

licuddy's specialty that can simulate and

predict the full range of eddy dynamics.

The EDDIES project is a critical step

toward comprehending these great ocean

storms, whose sheer size and

scale are daunting. During
the expedition, tropical storm

Harvey made a direct hit in

early August, cutting a path

right across eddy A4. The eddy

hardly telt Harvey; the mon-

strous atmospheric storm never

f came come close to break-
no

| ing up the potent, voluminous

I swirl ofwater in the ocean.

Mike Carlowicz

The EDDIES project re-

S cei-vedfunding from the Chemical

s
Oceanography, Biological Ocean-

I ography, and Physical Oceanog-

raphy branches ofthe National

Science Foundation.
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Oceanographers examine

"mode waters" that save

the signals of past winters

Terry
Joyce is looking for Val Worthing-

ton's water.

In 1959, Woods Hole oceanographer

Valentine Worthington gave a name and

identity to a long-observed but poorly un-

derstood phenomenon of the North Atlan-

tic Ocean. Analyzing data from as far back

as the H.M.S. Challenger expedition of the

1870s, Valentine described how the inte-

rior of the Sargasso Sea contained distinct

parcels of water with remarkably constant

salinity, density, and temperature roughly

18C (64 F). To Worthington, the appro-

priate name for this quirky mass was simple

and straightforward: 18 water.

In the early 1970s, Worthington per-

suaded colleagues and funding agencies to

mount an expedition to study 18 water.

He saw connections between these peculiar

water masses and the circulation of the en-

tire North Atlantic, as well as the weather

above it. But when he finally went to sea in

1974 and 1975, he couldn't find what he was

looking for.

Researchers now know that 18 water is

produced by a critical energy transfer be-

tween warm Gulf Stream water and the

cold winter atmosphere. Unfortunately for

Worthington, he went to sea in the midst of

a warm winter, an ebb time in the assembly

line of production of 18 water.

Decades later, his successors in the Phys-

ical Oceanography Department at Woods

Hole Oceanographic Institution and from

eight other oceanographic institutions have

launched a tar-reaching program to examine

the formation and evolution of Worthing-
ton's famous water and how it might influ-

ence North Atlantic climate. The CLIVAR
Mode Water Dynamics Experiment (CLI-

MODE) began its own series of expeditions

in November 2005, and this time research-

ers seem to be finding what their predeces-

sor was looking tor.

During
winter, chilly winds blow from

the Arctic and North American interi-

ors out to sea, where the warm Gulf Stream

rides east over the Sargasso Sea. The cool,

dry winds pull heat and moisture from the

Stream and carry them off to Europe and

North Africa. The cooler, salty water left

behind forms a layer on top of the ocean that

can extend 1,300 feet (400 meters) deep.

Spring and summer heat eventually

warms the surface again, but the chilled wa-

ters formed in winter do not dissipate. They
are denser than warm waters, so they sink

not to the seafloor, but to the middle of the

sea. This layer of water hangs suspended be-

tween warm surface waters and even colder

deep waters, wedged like butter cream in

the midst of a layer cake.

Oceanographers call 18 water and

other water masses like it "mode water,"

a statistical term for a mass ofwater that

has homogeneous temperature and other

characteristics. Mode waters are like pools

within the deeper and wider pool ofworld

oceans, and they form in the middle lati-

tudes all over the world. (The Kuroshio

Current in the northwest Pacific and the

Agulhas Current in the southwest Indian

Ocean are also famous for mode-water cre-

ation.) Once they form and sink, layers

of mode water remain relatively intact for

several years and are swept around by the

ocean's circulation.

As Worthington wrote in 1959, "the 18

water is of more than usual interest" because

it can often be found hundreds of miles to

the south and west of where it is formed, "in

places where the winter surface temperature

is far higher than 18 and there is no pos-
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+ Researchers and crew members struggle

to deploy a spar buoy in rough seas during

a January 2006 cruise of R/V Atlantis in the

North Atlantic. The buoy measured the

exchange of heat and moisture between

the atmosphere and the ocean.

sibility of it being termed locally." In tact,

Worthington's 18 water can be found as far

south as the Caribbean.

Terry Joyce, a WHOI senior scientist

who worked down the hall from Worthing-
ton for many years, said 18 water is a bit

like a memory bank for North Atlantic cli-

mate: It freezes a memory of conditions

from the winter when it was formed and

carries them as far as the tropics.

"At the end of each winter season, the

Sargasso Sea puts this water away as if it

were going to a safe deposit box, storing it

away for sometime later," Joyce said. Re-

searchers believe this stored water can later

influence and regulate how quickly or slow-

ly the ocean and atmosphere can change in

future seasons. After migrating to warmer

climes or drifting back to the Gulf Stream,

it eventually mixes with and tempers warm-

er surface waters.

The
CLIMODE team of investigators

is doing everything it can to chronicle

and understand the water that so excited

their predecessor. They have so many ques-

tions.

How much heat is gained, lost, and stored

in the ocean-atmosphere exchange that

creates 18 water? How high into air and

deep below the ocean surface does this in-

teraction reach?

Where does 18 water go after it forms?

How does it move horizontally through
the ocean?

How big are these wedges of water, and

how do they affect other elements of ocean

circulation?

What role does sinking mode water play

in sequestering carbon dioxide, nutrients,

and heat from the surface in the ocean

depths, and how does that affect climate

and marine life from year to year?

From 2005 through 2007, the CLI-

MODE team will spend 107 days at sea,

crisscrossing the Gulf Stream by ship and

spreading instruments all over it. The

project, funded by the National Science

18 water forms when cold w
blow over warm surface

form a layer between surface and deep waters.

Foundation, is a mix

of satellite-based observa-

tions, ship-based observations led by

Joyce and computer modeling led by lohn

Marshall of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

The first two cruises 19 days in No-

vember 2005 and 14 days in January 2006

on the WHOI-operated research ves-

sels Oceania and Atlantis, were typical of

what is to come. Joyce and colleagues from

the Scripps Institution of Oceanography
lowered conductivity-temperature-depth

(CTD) samplers and water-sampling bottles

into the sea dozens of times to character-

ize the ingredients, dimensions, flows, and

properties of the 18 layer.

WHOI researchers Dave Fratantoni

and John Lund and NOAA scientist Rick

Lumpkin cast

surface drifters

and special bob-

bing floats that

can drift horizon-

tally and vertically

with the water as

it sinks, meanders,

and sometimes

gets stirred up into

circularly spinning

currents called ed-

dies (see page 18).

To measure

the interaction

between sea and

sky, WHOI's
Bob Weller and

the University of

Connecticut's Jim

Edson deployed

a moored weather

buoy and 30 instru-

mented weather balloons. A
specialized buoy was released by Edson and

WHOI oceanographer John Toole to drift

with the Gulf Stream; it was then recap-

tured after simultaneously measuring condi-

tions above and below the ocean's surface.

All the while, the researchers were hop-

ing for 35- to 40-knot winds and 5C (40F)
air temperatures that could cool and churn

the sea enough to start the mode-water as-

sembly line. Nature did not disappoint this

winter, and the CLIMODE team is hoping
for cold, windy conditions when it goes back

to sea for another six weeks next winter.

Worthington would be pleased.

Mike Carlowicz

A Atmospheric scientist Jim Edson launches a radiosonde an instru-

mented weather balloon from R/V Atlantis.
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What brings the food

that brings the whales?

Scientists investigate

delicately balanced

ecosystem off Alaska

Watching
the gray, pitching ocean

from the beach in Barrow, Alaska,

Carin Ashjian, a biologist at Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution, wonders if the

seas are too rough for the Annika Marie, the

43-foot boat she and her colleagues will use

to conduct their research. The late August
weather hasn't been good, and they have

only this week and next to gather the infor-

mation they need.

Ashjian and a team of researchers from

several institutions have come to Barrow

ahead of the annual migration ot bowhead

whales. Whales need food a lot of it.

They eat zooplankton (little marine animals

called copepods and krill), which the whales

scoop up and strain from seawater through

their baleen plates.

In late summer, multitudes of plankton

may aggregate in dense swaths in the coastal

waters off Barrow. Sunlight, currents, nu-

trients, winds, sea ice, water temperature

and salinity, topography on land and on the

seafloor, and other factors conjoin in the

right combinations at the right time in the

right place to spur the growth ot tiny ma-

rine plants (phytoplankton) that feed the

zooplankton that feed the whales. Ashjian's

mission is to sort out the oceanographic and

biological conditions that sustain this fertile

Arctic food web.

Driving the research is a larger question:

What will happen if climate change shifts

oceanic conditions in the Arctic, as appears

to be happening? Will the delicately bal-

anced ecosystem change? Will the whales

continue to come to Barrow's coastal waters?

The researchers' presence in these wa-

ters has to be carefully timed. They want

to be there when conditions are right to see

plankton aggregations form, but they must

leave when the whales arrive, to avoid dis-

turbing them. It weather conditions don't

change, the researchers will have to wait a

full year to catch the right season again. Ev-

ery day here counts.

i Carin Ashjian, a biologist and fellow of the WHOI Coastal Ocean Institute, updates the Barrow

community about 2005 coastal ocean fieldwork at a public lecture.

i Welcome to Barrow, Alaska, where Inupiat

people rely on the annual migration of

bowhead whales to coastal waters.

Barrow,
the northernmost town in the

United States, sits northwest of the

Bering Strait, where water flowing north

between Siberia and Alaska curls into the

Arctic Ocean.

Bowhead whales have migrated past Bar-

row from time out ot memory in a continu-

ing rhythm. In the spring, they swim north

through the Bering Strait to feed all summer

in copepod-rich Arctic Ocean waters. In the

fall, they reverse their track, lingering near

Barrow to feed on zooplankton before head-

ing back to less icy waters in the Bering Sea.

For centuries the Inupiat people who live

on the North Slope of Alaska have kept the

same rhythms.

"The bowhead whale is very impor-

tant to the native people who live along the

Alaska coast," said Ashjian, a biologist and

a fellow of the WHOI Coastal Ocean In-

stitute. "Hunting the bowhead is an inte-

gral part of their culture and an important

source of food tor their survival."

Unlimited whaling devastated the bow-

head population, but the stock recovered

after commercial whaling ceased. The Inu-

piat villages now hunt again, taking a lim-

ited number of whales annually, through the

Alaska Eskimo Whaling Commission and

with quotas set by the International Whal-

ing Commission. Now, a new threat may
come from climate change.

In
our lifetime, the Arctic is changing

warming faster than any other part of the

planet. Parts of the ice pack that were 20

feet (6 meters) thick now span only an arm's

length. Melting permafrost is softening the

tundra. Polar bears have drowned tor lack ot

j

ice to stand on.

In Barrow, Ashjian sees the changes

with her own eyes. In September, when

there should be snow, there is rain. Roads,

once frozen, are muddv tracks. Where there
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should be pack ice, there is open water,

sometimes stranding bears in town.

"I have heard a lot from people in Bar-

row about how things are changing," Ashji-

an said. "It's bad very bad."

"Coastal erosion is a huge problem now,"

she said, because shorelines that used to be

protected by ice are now exposed to waves

and storms.

"When people hear that we are studying

climate change, they often bring us informa-

tion about what they have seen. Grass now

grows tall in the summer. Different fish and

other animals are coming to Barrow these

days, and migration times are changing."

No one knows what will happen to the

patches of copepods and krill with contin-

ued warming. They could disappear.

"If climate change makes this a bad place

for the bowhead whales to feed, it would be

a huge change for these communities that

depend on whales for subsistence," Ashjian

said. "Alternatively, there could be more

food for the whales. We're trying to gather

enough information to be able to predict the

effects of climate change."

Ashjian
is principal investigator of this

National Science Foundation-funded

project, which is part of an even larger pro-

gram called SNACS (Study of the Northern

Alaskan Coastal System). She is joined by

more than a dozen scientists from several

scientific fields, all examining the strands

that weave together to create the tapestry

that is the coastal ecosystem.

Ashjian's team used nets to sample plank-

ton; instruments called CTDs to measure

water temperatures, salinities, and depth;

and a variety of sensors, including backscat-

i Steve Okkenen from the University of Alaska, Fairbanks, and Phil Alatalo from Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution deploy the Acrobat, an instrument towed by the boat to measure

water temperature, salinity, and fluorescence. The research team deployed a variety of

instruments to examine the oceanic conditions that bring copepods to coastal waters.

ter sensors to measure particles and fluorom-

eters to measure amounts of plant pigment
in the water. Other researchers examined

the Inupiat subsistence hunting culture and

whale migration and feeding behavior.

Before this summer's trip, there was

planning and coordination to be done with

town officials, other research groups work-

ing in the area, and the Barrow Whaling

Captains Association.

During the summer, there was rough

weather. Howling wind and high seas kept

the team landlocked for days, unable to

gather data and fearing they would miss the

aggregation of plankton. But in the end,

they were able to sample on 16 days dur-

ing the month and brought away a wealth of

oceanographic measurements. Aerial sur-

veys had just begun to locate the returning

bowhead whales, right on schedule.

In
January 2006, Ashjian was invited to

speak to the Barrow Whaling Captains

Association, which is considered an honor.

This group conducts its meetings in Inupiat,

though all speak English. Ashjian attended

while other business was conducted in Inu-

piat and then presented an update on the re-

search and answered questions in English.

"The whaling captains are very support-

ive and interested in knowing what might

affect their whales," she said. "They voted to

E approve my project for another year."

So, she and her team will return to Bar-

s. row in the summer of 2006 to continue un-

raveling the intricacies of the remarkable

| Arctic coastal ocean ecosystem and working

1 toward predicting its future.

Kate Mudin

Following their food, bowhead whales

migrate to coastal waters off Barrow, Alaska,

in the fall. Will climate change disrupt this

ageless rhythm?
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New X-ray fluorescence

core scanner reveals

clues to Earth's past

climate and history

Ens
of the Star Trek science fiction se-

ies will remember the "tricorder," an

all-purpose sensor that Kirk, Spock, and

McCoy waved over objects, from rocks and

spaceships to alien life forms, to determine

what they were made of.

"We now have our own version of the

tricorder," said Liviu Giosan, a coastal ge-

ologist who was instrumental in acquiring

and setting up an X-ray fluorescence (XRF)

core scanner at Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution. It is the first of its kind in the

United States.

Like the tricorder (and some instru-

ments on NASA's Mars rovers), the XRF
reveals intimate details of the composition

of ancient mud and rock, which can con-

tain a variety of clues about past climate

and environmental conditions on Earth.

The $450,000 instrument simultaneously

captures digital photographs and X-ray im-

ages of samples, while detecting measur-

able amounts of any of 80 chemical elements

from aluminum (atomic number 13) to ura-

nium (atomic number 92) without breaking

the surface of the core. It gathers all of this

information in a matter of hours.

Traditionally,

scientists (or more likely,

their students) spend months to years

sifting through mud and sediment cores to

measure carbon, trace metals, pollen, mi-

croscopic shells, and other materials that

A In a matter of hours, the new WHOI X-ray

fluorescence core scanner captures digital

photographs and X-ray images of a sediment

core, while detecting the presence of any of

80 chemical elements all without scratching

the surface. Traditional methods of analyzing

a core (inset) can take months and gradually

destroy the core.

accumulate over time in marshes and dunes

or on the seafloor. By analyzing the sequen-

tial layers of this preserved detritus, scien-

tists can reconstruct past changes in ocean

temperatures, rainfall, wind, and vegeta-

tion patterns. They can determine when

droughts, hurricanes, or blooms of marine

plankton occurred.

To study core samples, scientists must

cut them down the middle and meticu-

lously dissect them. It is a time- and labor-

Left: Liviu Giosan and colleagues extract a sediment core from a marsh to find clues to the evo-

lution and past climate of the Danube Delta, i Above: An XRF scan of a sediment core from off-

shore Venezuela combines a digital photograph (brown) with an X-ray image (gray and black) that

reveals sedimentary layers otherwise invisible to the naked eye. The concentration of titanium

(overlaid in yellow) indicates past fluctuations in atmospheric moisture and dust in the region.
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Jessica Tierney, a WHOI research assistant,

aligns a sediment core for examination in the

XRF scanner. Tierney previously needed three

months to develop a profile of a core from

Peru; with the XRF, she collected the same

data plus X-ray images in three days.

intensive process that gradually destroys

unique and not easily replaceable cores.

Sometimes cores must be shipped to other

locations (in WHOI's case, a local hospital)

if scientists need an X-ray view to see layers

undetectable by the eye.

With the XRF scanner, researchers place

a core into a motorized, computer-controlled

carriage that slides the sediments past a

camera and X-ray source. A charge-coupled

device captures high-resolution images a

millimeter at a time. Two X-ray beams are

then fired into the core: One creates an

X-ray image; the other stimulates the atoms

in the sample, causing energy to be emit-

ted in the form of electromagnetic radiation

(fluorescent light). Each element releases

radiation with a distinctive wavelength that

can be detected by the XRF.

It does all this without taking a single

bit of the core, meaning that other scientists

can virtually dig into the same mud and

pursue other chemical clues locked inside.

"We now have the ability to generate

high-quality, high-resolution geochemical
records very quickly," said Konrad Hughen,
a WHOI geochemist who has been recon-

structing ancient climate from sediments

collected near Peru, Chile, and Venezuela.

"The XRF is incredibly efficient and in-

credibly precise, and it will completely revo-

lutionize how we do our work."

Graduate
student Jon Woodruff and

geologist Jeff Donnelly have already

used the new tool to expand their stud-

ies of ancient hurricanes. The sensitivity of

the machine allows them to see evidence of

ancient storms and climate shifts that they

could not detect before and some that they

would not have looked for. The speed of

XRF analysis gives them the ability to ex-

amine and compare cores from many conti-

nents in the time it formerly took to analyze

just one spot on the globe.

"The XRF is my favorite new toy," said

Donnelly. "It has fundamentally changed
the experience of studying sediments. We

can ask bigger and broader questions."

The XRF also allows what may be the

biggest leap forward in sediment science:

the ability to quickly analyze many dif-

ferent environmental markers at the same

time. Information about individual ele-

ments can be valuable, but scientists can

learn more and be more confident in

their analyses when they combine and

compare multiple records.

For example, Hughen and others had

found through previous analyses that alu-

minum and titanium concentrations both

decreased sharply in sediments from the

Cariaco Basin (off Venezuela) during a pe-

riod of abrupt climate change about 11,600

years ago known as the Younger Dryas. The

decreases suggested that the period was dri-

er, with less rain causing less material to run

oft from land into the ocean.

But with the XRF, Hughen simultane-

ously measured the concentrations of each

element, giving a precise ratio of one to the

other. Those ratios indicated a surge of par-
ticles from African deserts blowing into the

ocean off Venezuela corroborating, but

different, evidence of a drier climate during
the Younger Dryas.

The
arrival of the XRF in Woods Hole

opens doors for the entire oceano-

graphic community. Giosan and Donnelly

are now figuring out how to share their

oceanographic "tricorder" with the rest of

the research world.

"Liviu took the initiative and made the

case for the instrument, invested a lot of

his own valuable research time, and then

was open-minded enough to let others try

things out," said Lex van Geen, a chemist

at the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
and a 1990 graduate of the MIT/WHOI
Joint Program. Van Geen contacted Gio-

san to see if the XRF could detect trace

metals in sediments he extracted from the

Pacific coast off Mexico as part of an effort

to reconstruct past ocean temperatures and

oceanic life.

"It's a credit to WHOI and the National

Science Foundation for providing the sup-

port to make this possible," van Geen said.

"Access to the XRF could have been much

more constricted, but there is no sense of a

monopoly on this instrument."

Mike Carlowicz
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WHOI's deep-diving vehicle

makes Wired magazine's

robotic hall of fame

i4"|\ /Tars may belong to the rovers, but

_LV J_the oceans belong to the Autono-

mous Benthic Explorer."

With those words, Wired magazine en-

shrined Woods Hole Oceanographic Insti-

tution's deep-sea autonomous underwater

vehicle (AUV) among its "50 Best Robots

Ever" in January 2006 (below). The maga-
zine's editors alternating between tongue

in cheek and feet firmly on the ground

compiled their favorite real and fictional

robots. The Autonomous Benthic Explorer,

nicknamed ABE, came in at No. 32. That

was one below GM Unimate, a robotic

arm that revolutionized the assembly line

in 1961, and two below the Tin Woodman
from The Wizard ofOz.

The list contained cinematic robotic

stars such as HAL 9000 (the calmly mur-

derous computer in 2001: A Space Odyssey),

R2-D2 of Star Wan fame, and the Termi-

nator. But it also included the Mars rovers,

life-saving medical devices, and military

equipment such as Predator unmanned

aerial vehicles and tank-treaded Packbot

reconnaissance droids.

The designation tickled Al Bradley,

Dana Yoerger, and Barrie Walden, who de-

signed and built a prototype deep-submer-

gence AUV in 1995. These were the same

guys, after all, who saw their real-life robot's

^^^^^^ coincidental resemblance to

the Starship Enterprise and

playfully stenciled on

ABE's flank "NCC-
1701B" the same

* numbers that

domed the fic-

tional Star Trek

jceship.

Launched

in 1995, the

one-of-a-

kind ABE
has come

of age. "It's

I Crew members recover ABE aboard R/V

Atlantis after a dive to detect hydrothermal

vents on the Galapagos Rift in 2002.

revolutionized how we look at the seafloor,"

said Dan Fornari, director of WHOI's

Deep-Ocean Exploration Institute.

But
ABE's story had more modest begin-

nings. Originally, Walden, head of the

group that operates WHOI's human-oc-

cupied submersible Alvin, noticed that sci-

entists increasingly were requesting Al-vin

dives to return to seafloor sites to see how

they had changed. He asked Bradley and

Yoerger to "build something that descends

to the ocean, takes a picture, docks and goes

to sleep, and then wakes up and goes back

to take more photos," Bradley said. The goal

was to give geologists and biologists a series

of photos over time, while saving Afoin for

missions only it could do.

Bradley and Yoerger contemplated the

request. "What if this device could hold its

position near the seafloor?" Bradley said.

"And what ifwe give it some thrusters so

that it can move along the bottom? Why
not have it go out on a line, find its homing

beacon, then come back, and then go out

on another line, like the spokes ofwheel, so

that you can survey a 50-meter circle, rath-

er than just one place? This was an incred-

ible step beyond the first concept. We had



never built a device like that before."

Bradley and Yoerger designed a vehicle

that could be programmed to steer on a pre-

selected path, navigating by acoustic bea-

cons placed on the seafloor. It had three

torpedo-shaped compartments connected in

a triangle by struts. The design gave ABE
a stable center ot gravity that would prevent

it from rolling from side to side or pitching

forward or back. The lower pod contained

ABE's computer brains and batteries. The

two upper pontoons contained glass balls to

provide buoyancy.

They gave ABE five thrusters to pro-

pel it up and down, as well as horizontally.

They programmed ABE to automatically

adjust its position to maintain the same alti-

tude above changing seafloor topography. If

ABE's sonar detected a cliff ahead, it would

stop, rise, and fly over the cliff, following

seafloor contours and lowering itself back to

the same altitude on the other side.

"If most AUVs are airplanes, ABE is

a helicopter," said science writer Kristen

Kusek in Marine Scientist magazine.

By
1995, Bradley and Yoerger had tested

ABE in Woods Hole harbor and were

looking for an opportunity to test it in the

deep ocean. An offer came from WHOI
geophysicist Maurice Tivey, who was sched-

uled to co-lead a cruise to the Juan de Fuca

Ridge off the U.S. Pacific Northwest.

"Why don't we try out ABE?" Tivey
said. "Let's get it wet."

Tivey wanted to measure the magnetic
intensities of rocks on a newly erupted sea-

floor lava flow. He had planned to use the

standard method of towing a magnetometer
on a wire above the seafloor.

"The lava flow is a relatively small fea-

ture," Tivey said. "The ship has to make big

circles around the lava flow, dragging the

maggie on a wire several kilometers long.

You don't have much control."

With its steady, low-flying ride and pre-

cise navigation, ABE flew straight lines

back and forth over the lava flow. "It was

like mowing the lawn," Tivey said. "ABE
collected the data in a few lines."

What began as an engineering test pig-

gybacked onto a scientific cruise turned

out to produce exciting new data. By super-

imposing ABE's magnetic measurements

on ocean-bottom maps made by ABE's so-

nar sensors, Tivey could

distinguish the extent,

volume, and timing of

individual lava flows on

the seafloor.

"That's when I

realized that ABE
could be a superb

deep-submergence

surveying tool,"

Tivey said.

"That cruise made us switch

our thinking," Bradley said. "We said, 'Let's

not just put ABE down and dock it. Let's

get that thing right back up to surface after

a dive, get out the data, recharge its batter-

ies, and send it back down as fast as we can.'

That way we could get much more data and

cover much more ground."

ABE
evolved quickly after that, as scien-

tists began to plug different sensors into

the vehicle. In 1999, on a cruise co-led by

Marie-Helene Cormier and William Ryan
ot the Lamont-

Doherty Earth

Observatory, ABE
"mowed the lawn"

on the East Pacific

Rise, using sonar

to map the sea-

floor, a camera and

strobe light to take

photographs, and

other instruments

to measure the

temperature and turbidity of seawater.

With the latter tools, scientists discov-

ered hydrothermal vents that Ryan said they

would not have found otherwise. He was

also ecstatic about the quality and detail of

ABE's seafloor mapping, calling the cruise

"a milestone event" for the field of marine

geology and geophysics.

"This new technology will unquestionably

advance our science," Ryan said in an e-mail

even before the ship docked. "It not only

gives us a better view, but we see things that

we have never been able to visualize before.

"So please tell everyone that this is not

just the polite letter at cruise end that every-

thing worked fine," Ryan continued, "but

that your Deep-Submergence Laboratory
and ABE group have created and now test-

proven an extraordinary new tool."

A ABE can image the

seafloor in a variety of ways on a

variety of scales. A bathymetric map from

the Lau Basin off Fiji (above) covers an area of

about 0.6 by 0.37 miles (1 by 0.6 kilometers),

showing mounds, fissures, and hydrothermal

vent spires with a resolution of about 3 feet

(1 meter). A photomosaic of a smaller

area from the same region (below) shows

geological details and individual animals,

such as clams, mussels, and snails.

The
1999 cruise launched ABE on a

new career as scout and bloodhound,

searching for hydrothermal vents. These

active volcanic seafloor sites emit chemi-

cal-rich fluids that sustain exotic communi-

ties of life, and so they intrigue geologists,

chemists, and biologists. But locating tiny,

isolated vent sites along the globe-spanning

mid-ocean ridge is akin to finding buttons

in a pitch-black attic.

The vents, however, leave a trail. They
emit hot, buoyant, particle-filled fluids that

rise several hundred meters above the sea-

floor and spread out into large mushroom-

shaped plumes. That's where ABE comes

in, using its thermal, chemical, and optical

sensors to "sniff" out plumes. Over 15 to

30 hours, ABE can cover a lot of territory,

about 18 to 37 miles (30 to 60 kilometers).
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A 2000 cruise to the East Pacific Rise

tested the "A" for autonomous in ABE when

its inventors cut the umbilicus. "We put

ABE over the side, and WV Atlantis head-

ed 30 miles away to work at another site,"

Fornari said. "When we finished, we drove

back to the spot where ABE was supposed

to surface, and there it was, waiting like a

patient pup for its master to return."

On a 2002 cruise to the Galapagos Rift,

ABE showed its value working in tandem

with other vehicles. Within two hours af-

ter ABE resurfaced from an all-night sur-

veying mission, Yoerger could download

data, create fresh seafloor maps of the area,

* Before ABE's

first deployment,

ABE's inventors,

Al Bradley

(left) and Dana

Yoerger tested

the autonomous

underwater

vehicle in the

test well at the

WHOIdockin

Woods Hole.

and hand them to Alvin pilots about to de-

scend to the seafloor.

"It was like hiking with a good topo-

graphic map," said Portland State University

microbiologist Anna-Louise Reysenbach,

who dived in Alvin on the Galapagos cruise.

On
each new cruise, ABE continues to

demonstrate its versatility. In 2004, in

the Lau Basin oft Fiji, it first flew 820 feet

(250 meters) above the seafloor, into a vent

plume, and homed into the vent. ("Imag-

ine flying at night through smog over a city

to find the smokestack that's producing it,"

Yoerger said.) On successive dives, ABE de-

scended to 165 feet (50 meters) to make a

high-resolution seafloor map. Then, it hov-

ered a few meters above the vents, taking

high-resolution photos.

In the past, researchers often needed sev-

eral cruises to find plumes and then return

trips to home in on vents, said Chris Ger-

man, the new head of the National Deep-

Submergence Facility at WHOI. Using
ABE on a 2005 cruise to the South Atlan-

tic, German said, "I came home after the

cruise and could say, 'We found a new vent

site, and here's exactly what it looks like.'
"

ABE has come of age, and not only be-

cause of its designation in Wired. Having

proved the value of deep-sea AUVs, the ABE

Group has built a faster, more maneuverable,

more economical, easier-to-operate AUV
the son ofABE. This next-generation AUV,
called Sentry (see page 17), is scheduled tor its

first deep-sea baptism in the spring of 2006.

Lonny Lippsett

The National Science Foundation funded the

development ofABE and severalABE cruises.

The National Oceanic andAtmosphericAdmin-

istration alsofunded someABE cruises andsome

additional technology development, as did the

Comer Science and Education Foundation.

Name that new, one-of-a-kind, deep-submergence vehicle
A new deep-sea vehicle under construction at Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution promises to have a lot of capabilities:

It will dive to the deepest ocean trenches, operate as an autono-

mous vehicle for wide-area ocean surveys, and transform into a

tethered vehicle for close-up sampling of seafloor

rocks and organisms.

What it doesn't have is a name. This spring,

WHOI engineers plan to pick one from sugges-

tions provided by students participating in the

California-based Marine Advanced Technology
Education (MATE) Center.

Headquartered at Monterey Peninsula Col-

lege, MATE provides students in the U.S. and

Canada opportunities to explore marine-related

careers through internship programs and an an-

nual remotely operated vehicle (ROV) design

competition. The naming contest is open only to

the 200 teams of junior high, high school, and college students

involved in MATE's design competition.

The vehicle now known as the Hybrid Remotely Oper-
ated Vehicle, or HROV will have a depth range of 36,000 feet

(11,000 meters). It should be ready for field-testing in 2007.

Contest guidelines state that the name must have a connec-

tion to WHOI or to a pioneer in underwater technology devel-

opment. (For example, more than four decades ago, the deep

submersible Alvin was named for WHOI scientist Allyn Vine.)

The name should also reflect unique tech-

nology used in the vehicle. HROV will include

battery packs the size of cell phones; a hair-thin

communications cable 20 miles (32 kilometers)

long; and ceramic flotation instead of traditional

syntactic foam.

Teams have until May 1 to submit sugges-

tions, along with rationales for their name. The

winning name will be selected by WHOI en-

= gineers and announced June 25 at an awards

^ banquet at the NASA Johnson Space Center in

^ Houston, Texas. The winning team will also visit

3
the HROV at WHOI in fall 2006.

For information, visit www.marinetech.org/rov_competition.

Amy E. NevaIa

Funding to develop the HROV comesfrom the National Science

Foundation, the Office ofNaval Research, and the National Oceanic

andAtmospheric Administration.
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AROUND WHO!

Chris German

Tip your hat to the new head of

our deep-sea vehicles facility

For Chris German, the road

to WHOI included a stop at

Buckingham Palace for a medal

that recognized his contribu-

tions to marine science and

deep-sea technology.

"The queen wasn't there, so

Prince Charles distributed the

medals," said German of the

2002 honor, given to British

citizens for "contributions to the

United Kingdom above and be-

yond the normal call of duty."

In January 2006, German

became the new chief scientist

of the National Deep Submer-

gence Facility. The federally

funded facility, operated by

WHOI, provides a small fleet

ot deep-sea vehicles for use by

the national scientific commu-

nity, ranging from the Alvin

submersible to the remotely op-

erated vehicle (ROV) Jason.

German comes to WHOI
after 15 years at the National

Oceanography Centre at the

University of Southampton,
where he spearheaded develop-

ment of Britain's first ROV, his,

I which was built at WHOI.
German earned B.A. and

3 Ph.D. degrees in geology and

f_ geochemistry at the Univer-

1 sity of Cambridge in England.
He studies the geochemistry
of superheated fluids emanat-

ing from seafloor hydrother-

mal vents, which sustain exotic

communities of life in the sun-

less depths.

German's career-long search

for vents has made him well

acquainted with the deep-sea

technology required to find

and study them. He has sailed

as chief scientist on American,

British, German, and Icelandic

ships and also participated on

French, Portuguese, Japanese,

and Russian research cruises.

He is currently co-chair of

ChEss, an international project

of the worldwide Census of Ma-

rine Life that steers research on

deep-sea chemosynthetic eco-

systems ("a lonely geochemist

among biologists," he joked).

Reddy wins Leopold award

to share research with public

Marine chemist Chris Reddy
has been selected as a 2006 fel-

low of the Aldo Leopold Lead-

ership Program, sponsored by

the Stanford Institute for the

Environment. He will join 17

researchers from various scien-

tific fields and North Ameri-

can institutions in an intensive

training program designed to

help them communicate envi-

ronmental research more effec-

tively to non-scientists.

The program was launched

in 1998 with the goal of encour-

aging and teaching scientists

to share their observations and

findings with policymakers,

media, and the public. The pro-

gram is named for Aldo Leop-

old, a renowned environmental

scientist whose writings in-

cluding his 1949 book, A Sand

County Almanac helped focus

the modern American conserva-

tion movement.

Chris Reddy

Bill Jenkins

Jenkins takes over as director

of national mass spectrometer

Physicist Bill Jenkins, a se-

nior scientist and 32-year vet-

eran of the WHOI Marine

Chemistry and Geochemistry

Department, has been named

the new director of the Na-

tional Ocean Sciences Ac-

celerator Mass Spectrometer

(NOSAMS) facility. Jenkins

is just the third director ot the

facility, established in 1989 on

WHOI's Quissett campus to

provide radiocarbon analysis

(principally carbon-14 dating)

of marine sediments and the or-

ganic and inorganic compounds
that reside in the water.

Jenkins succeeds John Hayes,

a WHOI senior scientist who

had led the facility since 1996.

In addition to managing a staff

of 17 and a $3 million budget

(half from the National Science

Foundation, half from user fees),

Jenkins will lead NOSAMS
scientists in stretching and im-

proving the capabilities of the

national facility.

Trustees create committee

to complete S200M campaign
A Trustee Campaign Com-

mittee has been established

to lead WHOI's $200 million

capital campaign to the finish

line. To date, the campaign has

raised $136 million.

The committee, chaired by
Newt Merrill, comprises Rod

Berens, Bob James, Nancy
Newcomb, David Stone, and

four chairmen of the Ocean

Institute Trustee commit-

tees: Peter Aron (Deep Ocean

Exploration Institute), Ted

Dengler (Ocean and Climate

Change Institute), Bill Kealy

(Coastal Ocean Institute), and

Reuben Richards (Ocean Life

Institute). Jim Moltz, Tom

Wheeler, and Carl Peterson are

ex-officio members.

The campaign has already

helped fund WHOI's new coast-

al research vessel Tioga and cam-

pus improvements, including

two new buildings that increase

the Institution's total laboratory

space by 30 percent. Now the

campaign is focused on complet-

ing endowments for the Ocean

Institutes and for the Access to

the Sea (ATS) Initiative.

The ATS endowment funds

development of advanced seago-

ing technologies and opportuni-

ties for high-risk, high-reward

seagoing research, often in re-

mote, unexplored regions.

The Ocean Institutes, cre-

ated in 2000, fund early-stage,

high-potential research and col-

laborative research among geo-

physicists, biologists, chemists,

physical oceanographers, and

engineers research unlikely to

receive government funding.

To date, the Ocean Institutes

have disbursed about $16 million

in private funds to more than

150 scientists, engineers, and

students at WHOI. Several In-

stitute-funded proof-of-concept

projects have leveraged substan-

tial federal funding.
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OTFAN POLICY

Caught in the middle of the M
A law designed to protect hinders research that could help

Conservation
biologist Peter Tyack and acoustics expert Peter Stein were

preparing to test a new sonar system designed to detect whales and help

ships avoid collisions with them. Their work was halted by a federal court order.

Oceanographers in the GulfofCalifornia were conduct-

ing seismic research when several beaked whales

beached themselves and died nearby. The

tests were stopped by another court order.

In both cases, research was sty-

mied by conflicting interpretations

ofthe Marine Mammal Protec-

tion Act. The central tenet of

the MMPA states that no one

may "take" that is, harass,

hunt, capture, or kill a marine

mammal without prior permis-

sion from the National Marine

Fisheries Service (NMFS). Ani-

mal rights groups have sued regu-

lators to take a particularly strict

interpretation ofthe "harassment" pro-

vision, forcing extensive permit reviews

that have delayed research for years.

"Marine scientists share as a goal the need to un-

derstand, and through that understanding, protect the marine

mammals," said Richard West, president ofthe Consortium for

Oceanographic Research and Education, in testimony to the

U.S. Senate. "They are becoming increasingly concerned that the

MMPA has become an impediment to such research and could

actually be contributing to the decline ofthese animals."

In the past five years, seven amendments or bills have been

submitted to Congress to change the MMPA. Several have offered

new language about "harassment" that makes it less difficult for

scientists to get permits for research. Meanwhile, the U.S. Marine

Mammal Commission convened a series ofmeetings from February

2004 to September 2005, seeking compromise on acoustic "threats"

to marine mammals.

On one side, energy, shipping, and naval interests claim the MMPA ham-

pers their ability to work in the sea and want the law revised so they can oper-

ate with fewer restrictions. On the other side, environmentalists and animal

rights advocates point to recent mass strandings ofwhales and dolphins that

coincided with sonar noise. They are loath to see changes that could weaken a

law they view as already riddled with loopholes.

In between are the scientists. They would like to help conservationists find

tools and strategies to protect marine creatures. They would like to help the

military and industry work more efficiently and less harmfully in the ocean.

Mostly, they'd just like to better understand the ocean environment and the

animals in it.
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al Protection Act

In
January 2003, Stein eagerly awaited the first field test ofhis

company's new whale-tracking device, which uses low-pow-

er, high-frequency sonar comparable to commercial fish finders.

Stein, a graduate ofthe MIT/WHOI Joint Program in Oceanog-

raphy and president of Scientific Solutions Inc., was collaborat-

ing with Tyack, a senior scientist at Woods
Hole Oceanographic In-

stitution, to see

how gray

r3tfv whales

.V>*-rt > would

the noise.

,
But one day

before Stein and

Tyack were scheduled

to start, a group ofanimal rights activists, fearing

the experiment would harm the whales, sued in federal

court to stop them. Thejudge ruled that Stein and Tyack must

abandon their test, citing the permitting agency for insufficient

environmental assessments.

Earlier that same year, animal rights groups used the courts to

temporarily block the use of air guns, which generate sound by re-

leasing bursts of air, on the research vessel Maurice Ewing. The sci-

ence community held its breath for months, fearing that research

that depends on using sound would be canceled or restricted.

In both cases, court injunctions were eventually lifted and per-

mits approved, but only after tens ofthousands of dollars were

spent on legal fees and paperwork. The labyrinthine process and

the constant threat oflawsuits have a chilling effect on research be-

cause scientists are afraid to propose projects that may be delayed

or never approved.

"Mie 2005 meetings ofthe Marine Mammal Commission's Advi-

_L sory Committee on Acoustic Impacts seemed like a step in the

right direction until you consider that the U. S . National Research

Council has weighed in on the subject four times in 12 years.

"The goal ofthe committee was to get consensus," said Tyack,
who served on the committee. "But it was crazy to think all ofthe

parties were going to agree, because they have no incentive to agree."

Tyack and nine other science advisors includingWHOI bi-

ologist Darlene Ketten and retiredWHOI vice president ofmarine

operations Richard Pittenger crafted a document outlining their

views. "Short ofabandoning all use ofthe seas, it is simply imprac-

tical, and in many cases inadvisable, to say that no human-gener-
ated sound may be produced in the oceans," the researchers wrote.

"Ifwe are to continue to explore and use our marine resources, we
must determine the critical parameters for safe, sustainable use."

Their statement pointed to fundamental gaps in understanding
how and when noise affects marine mammals and calls for more

research. It also asks for the federal permit process to be revised.

Under the MMPA, research that has thepotential to disturb a ma-

rine mammal's behavior can be labeled harassment. That means

any scientist who might capture or interact with even an individual

animal may have to run a gauntlet ofpermitting steps. Researchers

want to see this changed to apply only to activities that are likely to

change marine mammal behavior.

olitical efforts to revise theMMPA are not making much
M. progress because Congress does not have a pressing need to

consider the law, and environmentalists prefer it that way.
"TheMMPA may seem overprotective in some specific cases, but

we fear that changes could undermine it," said Sharon Young, field

director for marine issues for The Humane Society ofthe United

States. "It could be argued that the concept ofharassment has some

ambiguity, but ifso, it allows us to err on the conservative side."

"I understand the scientists' frustration, but most of their con-

cerns can be dealt with through changes to federal regulations

without going to Congress," Young added. "There is no such thing
as a surgical reauthorization of this act. Once you reopen part of

the law and lower one standard, everything will be open for debate

again. New loopholes in the law could appear or be taken advan-

tage ofby other special interests."

To Tyack and fellow scientists, the law is already tattered by
unfair loopholes. While an environmental assessment or impact
statement must be filed for every experiment that ocean scientists

conduct near marine mammals, oil companies are allowed to work

for years with one-time assessments covering hundreds to thou-

sands of miles. Commercial fishermen can ignore the prohibition

on harassment and are allowed "inadvertent lethal takes" so long
as they report the number ofmarine mammals they kill. The U.S.

Navy had its own rule written such that permits are required only

when there is a significantpotential for harassment. And shipping

companies, which generate 90 percent ofthe noise in the ocean and

strike an unknown number ofanimals, are scarcely regulated.

"Scientists are not the problem, but we are easy to regulate," Ty-
ack said. "The dirty secret oftheMMPA is that the prohibition on

unintentional takes is ignored more often than it is regulated and en-

forced. There is no regulation ofthis risk, nor, to my knowledge, has

any ship captain been prosecuted for striking a whale and killing it."

WHOI biologist Michael Moore notes that the call for change
does not have to mean lowering standards for scientists, but per-

haps raising the standards for everyone. "Scientists are easy targets;

fishermen and ships routinely kill whales and dolphins we can't

even look at," he said. "But we should not put scientific research on

a pedestal ofvirtue. The MMPA process does and should attempt

to control the level ofexposure to all kinds ofimpacts that these

animals are facing, including research'."

Mike Carlo-wicz andAndrea Baird

PJioto by Marty Snyderman, Digital
Stock



A CONVERSATION WITH

Jian Lin

Worlds apart, but united by the oceans
As an 11-year-old boy in Fuzhou, China, Jian Lin recalls his fa-

ther explaining why the dangling light in their house had begun to

swing wildly: A major earthquake had hit Taiwan.

Lin came of age in an era of seismic shifts in China both geo-

logical and political. "The mid-1970s were an unusually apprehen-

sive period when several major earthquakes struck China, and the

whole nation felt as if quakes could occur anywhere at any time," he

said. He became a voluntary "earthquake watcher," keeping a diary

of ground tilting and water level changes in wells and sending his

readings to a local seismological center.

In 1976, an earthquake near the city of Tangshan killed more

than 242,000 people and severely injured 170,000 more. "It left an

imprint on me and other Chinese that is perhaps as profound and

indelible as September 11 on today's generation," Lin said.

It was the deadliest quake in the 20th century, but little was

heard about it in the West because China was shrouded in the Cul-

tural Revolution, a period of anti-bourgeois social upheaval that

halted China's economy and education system. By a twist of fate,

Lin came to the United States to pursue a scientific career.

Now a geophysicist at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution,

he has studied mantle convection, undersea volcanism, hotspots,

and earthquakes. A paper he co-authored was the most-cited earth-

quake research article of the 1990s. It established basic tenets for

the concept that earthquakes can shift stress onto neighboring faults

and increase the chances of earthquakes on them.

To study the submarine quake that sparked the devastating 2004

Indian Ocean tsunami, he sailed off Sumatra aboard China's new

research vessel, Dayang 1, as the first U.S. scientist ever invited to

co-lead a Chinese deep-ocean expedition. He spent more than 80

days at sea during a yearlong, around-the-world mission that her-

alds China's re-emergence in oceanography.

What do you remember about the Tangshan earthquake?

A series of small tremors began near the city of Haicheng in

northeast China in the fall of 1974. On Feb. 3, 1975, they became

more frequent. In the early morning of Feb. 4, the local govern-

ment issued warnings, shutting down factories and urging people

to remain outdoors. A magnitude-7.3 quake struck at 7:38 p.m. It

destroyed more than one million buildings, but the death toll was

low 1,328. The successful prediction probably saved tens of thou-

sands of lives.

On July 28, 1976, a magnitude-7.8 quake struck Tangshan, a city

280 miles southwest of Haicheng. It released the energy equiva-

lent of 400 Hiroshima atomic bombs. There were no foreshocks, no

warning. The quake struck at the worst time, 3:42 a.m., when most

people were sleeping.

Most of the bamboo harvest that year from my home province

was sent to Tangshan to construct emergency shelters. I also recall

vividly that my home city shipped out a huge quantity of large plas-

tic bags to bury all the dead.

These events encouraged me to become a geophysicist to seek

to understand the fundamental physics of earthquakes and learn, for

example, why foreshocks preceded the quake in Haicheng, but not

in Tangshan. We must better understand the forces of nature to live

peacefully with them.

So you prepared for a geophysics career even in high school?

No, I prepared to be "re-educated," to experience the life of a

peasant and work in rice fields on a poor, remote farm, as my older

brothers and sister did. That was required during the Cultural Revo-

lution. I did not even know how many years I would be on the farm.

Then in 1976, Chairman Mao Zedong died, the radical Gang
of Four was arrested, and the whole course of China changed sud-

denly. Deng Xiaoping became leader, and rumors began to circulate

that universities, which had been closed for 10 years, might reopen.

Then the announcement: "Everyone can now take a national en-

trance exam." I was lucky. I was fresh out of high school, and I got

into the first group of students after the Cultural Revolution to go

to university. We studied like mad. Think about 10 years, there's no

science, and then suddenly, you have the opportunity.

How did you come to America?

Just as I finished university, Deng Xiaoping said China should

modernize, open the door to the outside, and send students to study

abroad. Deng himself went on a youth work-study program in

France when he was a teenager. Again, I was among the first group

that the government said, "You can go now."

I had no idea what America was like. I also had no money. My
parents were making $30 a month. Brown University opened its

door to me.

Was coming to the United States a culture shock?

It was like going to another world. China was so poor. We had

no telephones, no TVs, no cars, no refrigerators. At Brown, I re-

member a fellow Chinese student showed a refrigerator on the floor

of his dorm room to another Chinese student and said, "This is a

nice shoebox. You open it and can put your shoes in there."

Now I get shocked by how much China has developed since I

left; how capitalistic it has become; how modern Shanghai is today.

Students from China today will still experience some culture shock,

hut not nearly as powerfully as I did.

Did you maintain scientific contacts in China?

No. I went back occasionally to visit my parents, but I only began

to give scientific talks in China in 1997. I wanted to encourage Chi-

nese scientists to do ocean research.

People began to know me, and one day a young researcher

said, "Our new research ship is being refitted. Could you come to

take a look?"

I went to the shipyard in Shanghai, and I met a brilliant program
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manager of the China Ocean Minerals Research and Development
Association. We toured refitted labs and then stopped at a room.

He said, "We made a VIP room tor guests like you, tor example."

And three years later I was in that room.

Does Doyang 1 signal a resurgence in Chinese oceanography?

China has recognized the importance ot resources trom the

oceans: manganese nodules and cobalt-rich terromanganese crusts

on the seafloor; hydrothermal deposits rich in precious metals; also

biological resources, genes and enzymes trom lite in extreme envi-

ronments, which are useful tor pharmaceuticals and for exciting mi

crobiological work.

In 2005, Dayang 1 went on an ambitious 300-day mission that

circumnavigated the globe to search tor all these. It coincided with

the 600th anniversary of the first epic voyage ot the tamous Chi-

nese admiral Zheng He.

Who was Zheng He?

Zheng He led seven expeditions between 1405 and 1433 that

visited what is now Vietnam, Thailand, Indonesia, India, Sri Lan-

ka, Mecca, the Red Sea, all the way to the east coast of Africa.

There is a famous painting of a giraffe that Zheng He

brought back to the Ming Dynasty court.

On each trip, he commanded fleets ot as

many as 300 ships with more than 27,000

people, including a nine-masted ship that was

120 meters (400 feet) long, longer than Day-

ang 1, which is 104 meters in length. The voy-

ages promoted cultural and economic exchanges

between China and many countries, but then the dy-

nasty felt insecure and suddenly ended the expeditions.

China has always had periods of being open and closed.

Do you perceive an opening again to work with the Chinese?

Chinese scientists were eager to go to places I also wanted

to study. No country alone has the resources to do all the ocean-

ographic research it wants, so we should collaborate. The biggest

McDonald's is in China. If McDonald's can collaborate, why
can't ocean scientists?

The cruises I co-led aboard Dayang 1 were successes. We
made many co-discoveries (see page 10).

Do you think the door is about to swing wide open?
There are tolks in China who will say, "We've learned all we

need to; now we can do it alone." But there are also many Chinese

who have been to other countries and see the great many advantages

ot collaboration.

Chinese society is very complex. It has old and new ideas, and a

history of humiliations by Western powers. Imposing on China will

backfire. Instead we must build mutual respect and trust between

the U.S. and China, between ordinary folks, and between kids. In

this critical transitional period when China is growing fast, we have

a unique opportunity to help China become more open and be an

important contributor to sciences.

Lonny Lippsett
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It took two weeks for eight members of the Alvin Group to remove thousands of bolts, hoses, panels, and the submersible's 6-foot titanium

sphere during its periodic overhaul this winter. Then the group put Alvin back together, a six-month process expected to wrap up in spring 2006.

"Literally every component was taken apart and examined," said Expedition Leader Pat Hickey (standing with group, lower left). After more than

four decades diving to maximum depths of 14,764 feet (4,500 meters), it was Alvin's last major makeover. Anticipating Alvin's retirement in 2009,

work has begun on its replacement, which will dive to 21,320 feet (6,500 meters) and reach 99 percent of the seaf loor.
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